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A Letter from Mayor Vinis
“Think globally, act locally.” Eugeneans have a long
tradition of pursuing our vision as a just, sustainable,
welcoming home of opportunity. We practice this perspective
from the ground up; building local actions that will not
only improve our lives, but model solutions for other
communities. This plan summarizes Eugene’s work to fulfill
its commitment to reducing our use of fossil fuels and
greenhouse gas emissions, and outlines the hard choices
ahead that are needed to address climate change.
When we passed the Climate Recovery Ordinance in 2014,
Eugene was one of the first cities in the US to put its
climate goals into city code. The CRO calls on us to meet
two community goals: 1) to reduce our fossil fuel use by
50% by 2030 compared to our 2010 usage; and 2) to reduce
our greenhouse gas emissions by 7.6% annually.
Under the Climate Action Plan 2.0, the City leads by
example, committing to reducing the organization’s carbon
footprint. The City and community partners are stepping
up to take a leadership role as we work to achieve our
community climate goals. The Eugene Climate Collaborative’s
commitments include providing effective and clean
transportation options, clean energy, reducing waste, and
promoting a circular economy together. The recommendations
from the CAP2.0 Equity Panel’s recommendations reframe our
climate conversation to address those most vulnerable to
climate change in our community.
The CAP2.0 is Eugene’s pathway to address climate change by
creating a better, more equitable, more livable community
for everyone. This work is even more critical in light
of the COVID-19 pandemic and the increased awareness of
institutional systems impacting communities of color. Like
climate change, the pandemic and oppressive systems do not
impact all of our community equally. Our experience of
these global crises should not distract us from our climate
goals; they should inform and awaken us to the need for
inclusive action that holds social equity at its core.
How we choose to approach this existential challenge is
pivotal. This plan makes it clear that we will not meet
our goals if we proceed on our current path. Facing such a
crisis is sobering, and basing our actions on a realistic
understanding of outcomes is essential to our success. This
planning effort shows the importance of working with our
community partners to find new ways to come together and
leverage our collective strength.
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1 : Introduction

The CAP2.0 was created through a data-driven process that engaged
people and organizations in new ways that reflect the urgency of
climate change. The Plan captures the actions our community is
prepared to implement, as well as the community ideas for what else
is needed to create an equitable and livable community for everyone.
Climate change is happening
now, and its impacts will
continue to intensify as our
planet’s temperature rises. This
verdict is echoed in the 2018
UN Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change Special Report,
the Fourth National Climate
Assessment Report Volume
II, and many other scientific
sources. The urgency of the
climate crisis requires a new kind
of focus.
The Eugene City Council
embraced this urgency when
it passed the Climate Recovery
Ordinance (CRO) in 2014, making
a bold statement by setting
ambitious climate goals and
incorporating them into Eugene
City Code. These goals include
a science-based projection
that returning to 350ppm CO2e
will limit the earth’s warming
to 1 degree Celsius. This plan,
Eugene’s Community Climate
Action Plan 2.0 (CAP2.0),
continues the momentum
created by Eugene’s CRO

by identifying research-based
actions that will help the
community reach its climate
goals most quickly. The Plan was
created through a data-driven
process that engaged people
and organizations in new ways
that reflect the urgency of the
issue, capturing the actions
our community is prepared to
implement and the community
vision of what else is needed to
create an equitable and livable
community for everyone.
The purpose of the CAP2.0 is to
outline the types of bold actions
needed to reach Eugene’s
community-wide CRO goals. It
connects readers to other plans
and policies already in place that
are foundational to achieving
the CRO goals .The CAP2.0 is a
document about commitment
and transparency, clearly
highlighting the work already
happening in the community
and also showing where more
work is needed to achieve the
community climate goals.
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This is a data-driven plan,
focused on identifying and
measuring the greenhouse
gas emissions (emissions)
and fossil fuel use reduction
impacts of climate actions.
About 1.1 Million MT CO2e
of emissions are emitted
in Eugene annually. The
community must reduce
emissions by 790,000 MT CO2e
annually to reach our 2030
emissions reduction goal.

2030
Goal:

al:
790,000
MT CO2e
Annual Reduction

This is a mitigation and
a resiliency plan, focused
on understanding how our
community can reduce
emissions and continue
working together to prepare
for the impacts of a changing
climate. The plan includes a
combined 115 actions that
local partners have committed
to moving forward. In
addition, this plan identifies
25 actions at the state and
federal level that will help the
community reach the CRO
goals.

This is a community capacitybuilding plan, focused on
engaging community partners in
new ways. The CAP2.0 planning
process brought together local
government entities, educational
institutions, the Chamber of
Commerce, public and private
utilities, and other systemslevel organizations that have
significant oversight and impact
on community-wide fossil fuel
use and emissions, or have the
ability to affect or alter systems
that will enable the community
to adapt and prepare for
climate change. In addition, the
Equity Panel, which brought
together representatives from
six organizations that work with
marginalized communities, made
recommendations and provided
input on specific policy. The
Mayor’s CRO Ad Hoc Work Group
brought together voices from
across the community to guide
and shape the planning process.
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The Climate Recovery Ordinance
The Eugene City Council passed the Climate Recovery Ordinance (CRO)
in 2014 and updated the ordinance in 2016 with a community-wide
greenhouse gas emissions goal. The four climate goals in the CRO are:
1. By the year 2020, all city-owned facilities and city operations shall be
carbon neutral, either by reducing greenhouse gas emissions to zero, or, if
necessary, by funding of verifiable local greenhouse gas reduction projects
and programs or the purchase of verifiable carbon offsets for any remaining
greenhouse gas emissions.
2. By the year 2030, the city organization shall reduce its use of fossil fuels
by 50% compared to 2010 usage.
3. By the year 2030, all businesses, individuals, and others living or working
in the city collectively shall reduce the total (not per capita) use of fossil fuels
by 50% compared to 2010 usage.
4. By the year 2100, total community greenhouse gas emissions shall be
reduced to an amount that is no more than the city of Eugene’s average
share of a global atmospheric greenhouse gas level of 350ppm, which is
estimated in 2016 to require an annual average emission reduction level of
7.6%.
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2 : Developing the Plan

Development of the CAP2.0 followed a thoughtful and deliberate
pathway, beginning with plan visioning in 2017 and ending with
City Council approval in 2020. Along the way, the community
learned new information and heard from new voices.
Below is a list of the groups that provided substantial guidance,
input, and support over the three-year period as well as significant
engagement efforts that yielded critical insight into the plan and
raised awareness across the community.

Mayor’s Climate Recovery
Ordinance Ad Hoc Work
Group

Eugene Mayor Kitty Piercy called
for the creation of the Mayor’s
Climate Recovery Ordinance
Ad Hoc Work Group during her
last year in office and incoming
Mayor Lucy Vinis advanced
the Work Group in 2017. The
Work Group brought together
a diverse set of stakeholders,
including youth voices, business,

non-profits, and public sector
leaders. This group set a
vision for the CAP2.0 to be
the roadmap of actions the
community will take over the
next 5-10 years to help Eugene
reach the community climate
goals in the CRO. Several work
group members were veterans of
previous city-wide policy efforts
and directed the project team to
not create something new, but
focus on developing an

integrated approach that built
on existing policies and plans,
drawing connections between
climate with topics like housing,
transportation, equity and
resiliency.
In February 2020, the City
reconvened the Mayor’s CRO
Ad Hoc Work Group to provide
recommendations for revisions
to the first draft CAP2.0, provide
input on new action ideas from
the community, and provide
recommendations on broad
community engagement. The
Work Group evaluated over
300 community-submitted
ideas for new actions which
are summarized in Chapter 10.
Appendix 11 includes all of the
ideas submitted through the
community survey. Ad Hoc Work
Group materials can be found in
Appendix 10.
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CAP2.0 Guiding Principles
Guidance from the 2017 Mayor’s CRO Ad Hoc Work Group laid the groundwork for a plan
that looks different from most other communities’ climate action plans. You will notice the
document is organized differently, reflecting a new approach to the City’s climate work to
match the urgency of the climate emergency.
Here’s a summary of the guiding principles:

Starts with a foundation of
commitments.
This plan includes clear
documentation about what
our community can commit
to and what we still need to
figure out. Knowing who to
look to as the leader for each
action is crucial for successful
climate action, and knowing
where we still need leadership
and resources is important so
we can work toward finding a
solution together.

Centered on Equity.
Keeping frontline communities
- those most impacted by
climate change - at the center
of our climate work is a guiding
tenant of the CAP2.0. From
convening the Equity Panel
to hosting an Equity Fellow,
the City worked to build
partnerships with marginalized
communities throughout
Page 14 CAP 2.0

the process. Holding equity
at the core of our actions
aligns with best practices in
international climate policy,
something that is not present
in previous community climate
plans. Many of the types of
investments traditionally
identified in climate plans (e.g.
solar roof tops and electric
vehicle purchase) are out of
reach for many community
members.

Building momentum and
adding value to existing
efforts.
Many climate plans start
with creating new objectives
and goals. This plan focuses
on building momentum
for existing efforts, plans,
and policies. Eugene’s
Transportation System
Plan, Envision Eugene, Lane
County’s Solid Waste Master
Plan, and many other local
plans already include the core

actions we need to build a
solid foundation of climate
action. In place of objectives,
you will see references to
guiding plans and policies for
each area of climate action.
Existing plans and policies
express the vision and goals of
our community.

Sharing our achievements
as well as our next steps.
This plan not only includes
future actions , but also
catalogues what we are
doing now to achieve our
climate goals. We can’t take
our climate action gains for
granted. As the COVID-19
pandemic surfaced, we saw
planning processes grind to
a halt and programs stall.
Continued advocacy and
action will be needed to
implement new actions as well
as maintain existing progress.

Eugene Climate
Collaborative Partners

The CAP2.0 project team
focused on engagement with
systems-level actors across
the community, creating the
Eugene Climate Collaborative
Partners (ECC Partners). ECC
Partners were deliberately
defined as organizations who
have significant oversight and
impact on community-wide
fossil fuel use and emissions,
or have the ability to affect or
alter systems that will enable
the community to adapt and
prepare for climate change. By
starting with the ECC Partners,
the CAP2.0 lays the foundation
to engage system-level actors
that have the ability to build
infrastructure, implement new
systems, and have widespread
impacts on our community.
This foundation makes it easier
for everyone – individuals,
households, businesses,
and other organizations – to
normalize actions that reduce
carbon emissions.
ECC Partner staff met two times
across six topic areas to share

analysis, learn about ECC Partner
organization efforts, and share
feedback from the community
outreach processes. More than
60 individuals from ECC Partners
as well as additional participants
from the public attended these
meetings, contributing 115
climate actions to the plan.

Equity Panel

A core value of the City of
Eugene, City Council, and
the community is the belief
in equitable treatment for
everyone. Many current systems
have disproportionately negative
impacts on marginalized
community members, and
those systems must change.
It is increasingly clear that the
impacts of climate change
often disproportionately impact
marginalized communities, such
as communities of color, the
elderly, low-income communities
and people experiencing
disabilities. A central goal of this
planning process was to increase
the ability of marginalized
populations to participate
in the process, and through
that participation increase the
capacity of marginalized

communities to engage in a
meaningful basis into the future.
Six local organizations
participated in the Equity Panel,
which met 10 times between
January and June 2019. The
City received applications from
a variety of groups across the
community, which helped ensure
the creation of a strong and
broadly representative final
panel. To honor the consulting
efforts and time to participate,
the City provided a $3,000 grant
to each organization on the panel
in support of their work on the
project. The Panel contributed
to the CAP2.0 in many ways
including producing an Equity
Lens and 44 recommendations
included in Chapter 8.

The impacts
of climate
change tend to
disproportionately
impact
marginalized
communities.
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Timeline
CRO
Updated

2016

Project
Kickoff

Mayors CRO Ad Hoc
Work Group Meets

2017

2018

Meeting with ECC Members
Public Outreach
CAP 2.0 Equity Panel Meetings

City Council Considers Additional S
Mayor’s CRO Ad Hoc Work
Eugene City Council

As leaders for the community,
the Eugene City Council held 10
work sessions focused on the
CAP2.0 over the course of the
project timeline, in addition to
several work sessions focused
on topics like natural gas, a
home energy score program,
recycling, and single use plastic.
At these work sessions the City
Council heard from staff on
the major topical areas of the
CAP2.0, held in-depth discussions
and provided on-going policy
direction for the process.
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Additionally, community members
provided testimony at City Council
Meetings and Public Forums, and
throughout the project provided
input to the City Council related to
the work session items.
Throughout 2019, City Council
considered 12 Additional
Strategies to add to the CAP2.0
included in Appendix 7. The
actions mark significant new
commitments to action, expected
to reduce emissions by at least
100,000 MT CO2e by 2030. These
are included in Chapter 5, marked
with z.

Community Outreach

Critical to the success of this
project is the input from a wide
variety of community voices.
To support this goal, the City
conducted outreach throughout
the CAP2.0 process. In fall 2018,
the project team held two open
houses and participated in the
City’s Project Planning Fair,
Making It Happen, to share
the planning process with the
community. In summer 2019,
the project team participated in
the City’s Party in the Park series
promoting individual actions

CAP2.0
Draft

2019

CAP2.0
Completed

2020

Group Reconvened

Eugene Sustainability
Commission

Since its inception in 2007
the Eugene Sustainability
Commission (ESC) has been

together a diverse
set of stakeholders,
including elected
officials, youth voices,
business, non-profits,
and public sector
leaders. This group set
a vision for the CAP2.0
to be the roadmap of
actions the community
will take over the next
5-10 years to help
Eugene reach the
community climate
goals in the CRO.
The Work Group
reconvened in
2020 to provide
recommendations for
revisions to the first
draft CAP2.0.

Strategies

that have the most impact on
emissions reduction. In fall 2019,
the project team held focus
groups and administered an
online survey to hear community
feedback on the CAP2.0. More
than 140 people provided their
thoughts on the Draft CAP2.0
document and the 12 Additional
Strategies.

The Mayor’s CRO
Ad Hoc Work
Group brought

a policy advisory body to City
Council, with a long-term focus
on climate change and the city’s
actions to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. ESC members
have led initiatives to evaluate
several elements incorporated
into the CAP2.0, including
natural gas emission reductions,
materials management efforts,
and the Transportation System
Plan review, among many others.
ESC work to identify critical areas
of focus has been instrumental in
the City’s ability to build a world
class climate action plan.
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Section 1

A Data-driven Roadmap for Climate Action
This Plan focused on understanding the local impacts of climate change and
measuring the greenhouse gas emissions (emissions) and fossil fuel use reduction
impacts of climate actions. Locally, about 1.1 Million MT CO2e of emissions are
emitted in Eugene annually. The community must reduce emissions by 790,000 MT
CO2e annually to reach our 2030 emissions reduction goal.

DRY

yy Average summer
increase of 10°F -12°F
by 2100
yy Wildfire surface area
increasing by 400-500%
by 2040
yy Reduced stream flow
by 40-60% in summer
due to reduced
snowmelt by 2040

WET

OTHER

yy Annual precipitation
unchanged

yy Changes in disease
patterns

yy Snowpack in the
Cascades nearly gone
by 2040

yy Population changes
and climate migration

yy Rain flows in streams
in near real time

yy Conversion of
subalpine forest to
other vegetation types
by 2080
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3 : Local Impacts of Climate Change
Eugene is already experiencing the impacts of climate change with
hotter temperatures, drought, wildfire smoke, and less mountain
snow. Climate studies by Oregon State University’s Climate Impacts
Research Consortium (formerly known as Oregon Climate Change
Research Institute) and Oregon Health Authority outline what
Eugeneans should expect to see in the future. Dry months will be
hotter and drier with increased wildfires, and wet months will have
more rain and flooding with less snowpack. Weather will be more
extreme overall, and as the climate and environment changes
populations will increase in areas like ours as people move north and
inland to milder conditions.
According to Climate Central,
the Eugene area can expect
average summer temperatures
to increase from 79°F to be
comparable to Chino, California
(near Los Angeles) with an
average summer temperature
of 88.9°F by 2100. By 2040, the
region should anticipate a 400500% increase in the number
of acres burned annually and
summer flows in the Willamette
River and other waterways
reduced by 40-60%.
The impacts of regional fires
are disproportionately felt most
by lower income community
members and people of color.
During the 2015 summer, the
level of smoke in the Willamette
Valley was at such hazardous
levels that people were advised

to not be outside without a
respirator. Smoke and heat
exacerbate existing underlying
health conditions, which impact
lower income populations more
often, and they have less ability
to be inside (e.g. agricultural,
construction, and landscaping
sectors) or access to health
care. Eugene can expect to
experience extended periods of
hot smoky summers, extending
into September and October
as landscapes burn due to
increased temperatures and
decreased water availability.
Temperatures are predicted
to be 3-5°F higher on average
during the wet season by 2100,
causing precipitation to fall as
rain instead of snow more often.
Snowpack in the Cascades is

expected to be non-existent by
2050, removing a major regional
water storage mechanism. Rain
will flow into streams in real time,
leaving the area more vulnerable
to flooding.
Other known changes include
new disease patterns as disease
vector range increases and
changes globally, population
growth due to the relatively mild
climate of this area compared
to other places in the world, and
the conversion of our forests to
types of vegetation compatible
with the warmer climate. The
ability for our human systems
to be resilient and responsive to
continued shocks will determine
how stable our community
will be. As we have seen with
the impacts of COVID-19, our
community is part of a global
society that will continue to
impact our quality of life. We
must understand that our
climate actions need to address
local emissions, support global
reductions (e.g. offsets in other
locations), and build resiliency
for local sustainability while
continuing to be part of the
global economy.
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4 : Pathway to the CRO

The CRO calls for Eugene to reduce emissions by 790,000 MT CO2e by
2030. Large emissions reductions from the transportation, building
energy and fugitive emissions buckets are planned and more actions
that cannot yet be measured are also discussed in this chapter.
Combined, these actions provide a pathway to the CRO.
As Eugene continues its climate journey, it’s important to understand
how far the community has come and how far we need to go to
achieve the community CRO goals. This chapter focuses on the data
that tells Eugene’s climate story.
The CRO includes two community-wide climate goals that focus on
fossil fuel use reduction and greenhouse gas emissions reduction.
•

By the year 2030, all businesses, individuals, and others living
or working in the city collectively shall reduce the total (not per
capita) use of fossil fuels by 50% compared to 2010 usage.

•

By the year 2100, total community greenhouse gas emissions
shall be reduced to an amount that is no more than the city of
Eugene’s average share of a global atmospheric greenhouse gas
level of 350ppm, which is estimated in 2016 to require an annual
average emission reduction level of 7.6%.

Long term, the CRO calls for Eugene to effectively reach carbon
neutrality. This plan focuses on our 2030 interim goal, a 64%
reduction in emissions, or a goal to reduce emissions by 790,000 MT
CO2e.
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YEAR
2050

Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) Target
70,000

2045

110,000

2040

160,000

2035

240,000

2030

360,000

2025

540,000

2020
2017

800,000

2010

1,060,000

2016

1,010,000

FIGURE 1

2017
GHG
Baseline

2016
Community
Emissions Goal
Passed

GHG Reduction
Target by Year

Figure 1 : Climate Recovery Thermometer
Figure 1, the Climate Recovery Thermometer shows the
community’s progress so far and the progress needed to achieve
the CRO goals. The width of the wedge illustrates the annual
greenhouse gas emissions goal, starting with a baseline of
1,010,000 MT CO2e in 2017, and narrowing to 70,000 MT CO2e
by 2050 (historical data from 2010 is provided for perspective.).
Emissions targets are listed to the right of the wedge.
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Long term, the CRO
calls for Eugene to
effectively reach
carbon neutrality.
This plan focuses
on our 2030
interim goal, a
64% reduction in
emissions, or a goal
to reduce emissions
by 790,000 MT
CO2e.
Large emissions
reductions from
the transportation,
building energy and
fugitive emissions
buckets are planned
and more actions
that cannot yet
be measured are
discussed in this
chapter. Combined,
these actions
provide a pathway
to the CRO.

Most of this document will focus on the emissions reduction goal and omit direct mention of reducing
fossil fuel use. The inner circle in figure 2 represents all local fossil fuel use in Eugene. Note that all fossil
fuel use leads to greenhouse gas emissions. The outer circle represents all of Eugene’s local emissions.
About 85% of all local emissions are from fossil fuel use. Reducing fuel use reduces emissions.

FIGURE 2

Sector-Based Emissions
Inventory (SBEI)
Fossil Fuel Emissions
(CRO target)

Figure 2: 85% of our local emissions come
from the use of transportation fuels and
natural gas.

FIGURE 3

Figure 3: Comparison of 2010 and 2017 GHGs to the 2030 CRO Goal

Figure 3 shows that
Eugene’s emissions
have declined about
3 percent from 2010
to 2017, decreasing
from 1.061 Million MT
CO2e in 2010 to 1.013
Million MT CO2e in 2017.
Decreases were seen
in both Transportation
and Building Energy.
While not all emissions
generated locally are
coming from fossil
energy, the largest
portions are. In order
to reduce emissions
enough to meet the CRO
goals, the community
must reduce the use of
fossil fuels.
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CAP2.0 SECTION 1

Connecting Greenhouse Gas Emissions
and Fossil Fuel Use

What is a MTCO2e?
CO2 is a gas. All gases have weight and take up
space. A metric ton of CO2 would occupy the same
space as a typical 1,200 square foot ranch style
house to the height of 13 feet.

CAP2.0 SECTION 1

FIGURE 4

Figure 4 Eugene’s emissions trend, business as usual forecast, and CRO Goal, 2010-2030

Figure 4 compares Eugene’s past
emissions, business as usual
forecast and the CRO emissions
reduction goal. The analysis
uses 2017 as the baseline year,
the first data collected after the
community-wide CRO emissions
goal was adopted by City Council
in 2016. The solid green line
shows Eugene’s emissions have
declined from 1.061 Million MT
CO2e in 2010 to 1.013 Million MT
CO2e between 2010 and 2017.
The dashed orange line shows
Eugene’s business as usual (BAU)
forecast, or Eugene’s forecasted
emissions if the community
does nothing to address climate
change. Emissions are expected
to rise to 1,150,000 MT CO2e
using the BAU forecast. The
dashed green line shows the CRO
goal. Emissions need to decline
from 1.013 Million MT CO2e to
360,000 MT CO2e by 2030 to
achieve the CRO goal. That’s a
reduction of about 790,000 MT
CO2e annually.
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Eugene’s greenhouse gas emissions
GASOLINE

DIESEL

53%
TRANSPORTATION

ELECTRICITY

NATURAL
GAS

32%

BUILDING
ENERGY

WASTE

REFRIGERANT
LEAKAGE

15%

FUGITIVE
EMISSIONS

Percentages correspond to the proportion of greenhouse gas emissions in each category

Eugene’s Emissions Buckets

In the sections that follow, local emissions are modeled using three “buckets” to represent the primary
sources: transportation, building energy, and fugitive emissions. The buckets are introduced here to
show the emissions reductions possible in each area. Chapter 5 contains more information on each
bucket, including actions to address the emissions in each bucket. The buckets help illustrate specific
sources of emissions and strategies to address those sources.

1

2

3

This bucket contains emissions
primarily from the combustion of
gasoline and diesel fuels used in
vehicles in Eugene.

This bucket contains the
emissions associated primarily
with electricity and natural gas
used to heat and cool our homes,
businesses, and stores in Eugene.

This bucket contains all the
emissions from waste and
refrigerant leakage, including
emissions from the landfill.

Building
Transportation: Energy:
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Fugitive
Emissions:
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FIGURE 5

Figure 5: Sector-Based (Local) GHG Emissions Using the Business-As-Usual Forecast, 2017-2030

Figure 5 shows Eugene’s business
as usual (BAU) forecast divided
into buckets. If Eugene continues
on its current trajectory,
emissions are expected to rise
to 1,150,000 MT CO2e using
the BAU forecast. Breaking this
down by bucket, transportation
emissions would increase by
72,000 MT CO2e to 604,000 MT
CO2e, Building Energy would
increase by 44,000 MT CO2e to
372,000 MT CO2e and Fugitive
Emissions would increase by
21,000 MT CO2e to 174,000 MT
CO2e.*
*Note: The analysis that follows
assumes that each bucket continues
to make up the same proportion of
emissions if Eugene continues on its
current trajectory. Forecasts by bucket
are beyond the scope of this project.
This proportional analysis is one
possible scenario, but is not intended
convey a forecast of predicted
emissions by bucket.
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Eugene Climate Collaborative High Impact
Practices – Measured Contributions
The CAP2.0 process started by identifying climate actions that
the City of Eugene and other Eugene Climate Collaborative (ECC)
Partners would commit to implementing over the next 5-10 years.
ECC partners, including the City of Eugene, contributed 115 actions
to this plan. These actions are included in the Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
Of these actions, 21 were identified as high impact practices (HIPs),
the measured contributions of the ECC Partners that are expected
to have a significant impact on emissions reductions. The project
team estimated the forecasted emissions reduction for each HIP in
Figures 7, 9 and 11 included later in this chapter. The HIPs represent
the identified and measured contributions on the ECC Partners in
reaching the CRO goals.

A High Impact

The following section breaks down each bar from Figure 5 into three
components: total emissions given a business as usual approach,
forecasted emission reductions from the HIPs, and the emissions
level needed to achieve the CRO goal, shown as a 64% reduction
within each bucket.

The CAP2.0 includes

Practice (HIP)
is an action that has been
shown to greatly reduce
carbon emissions or
fossil fuel use.

21 HIPS across the the
transportation, building
energy, and fugitive
emissions buckets.
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FIGURE 6

Figure 6 shows that the HIP
Transportation actions will
reduce emissions by 387,000 MT
CO2e by 2030. To achieve the
CRO goal, Eugene would need to
reduce transportation emissions
by an additional 27,000 MT
CO2e.
Figure 6: Transportation - BAU, ECC Reductions and CRO Goal, 2017-2030

Transportation

Transportation emissions make up 53% of local emissions in Eugene.
These emissions are primarily from the combustion of gasoline
and diesel fuels used in vehicles in Eugene. Using the BAU Forecast,
transportation emissions will reach about 604,000 MT CO2e by 2030
if no action is taken.

FIGURE 7
Transportation High Impact Practices (HIPs)
Eugene 2035 Transportation System Plan (Actions T1-T7)
Transportation System Plan Aligned with CRO Goals (Action T8)
Electric Vehicle Adoption - (Assumes 15,000 in addition to TSP) (Actions T20-T25)
LCC CAP - Student Commute (Action T41)
COE Internal CAP - Fleet (Action T26)
EWEB CAP - Fleet (Action T40)
LTD Bus Fleet & Fuels (Action T39)
LCC CAP - Owned Fleet (Action T40)
Total Transportation Reductions

*Descriptions of each HIP listed in figure 7 are included in later chapters.
The action number is noted in the table.

MT CO2e
(240,000)
(70,000)
(66,000)
(6,000)
(3,000)
(1,000)
(900)
(100)
(387,000)

Figure 7 summarizes the
Transportation HIPs. Implementing
the Eugene 2035 Transportation
System Plan (TSP) is the largest
emissions reduction action in this
CAP2.0. The TSP is broken down into
a suite of actions in the following
chapter that include infrastructure
projects and programs to promote
active transportation, rail, electric
vehicles and other ghg reduction
strategies. Altogether, the TSP’s
forecasted reduction is 387,000 MT
CO2e. Aligning the TSP with the CRO
goals and implementing Eugene’s
EV Strategy will lead to additional
significant emissions reductions.
Other transportation HIPs include
fleet updates for COE, EWEB, LTD,
and LCC, and LCC’s work to reduce
emissions from student commuter
trips.
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FIGURE 8
Figure 8 shows that the HIP Building
Energy actions will reduce emissions
by 75,000 MT CO2e by 2030. To
achieve the CRO goal with this
bucket, Eugene will need to reduce
building energy emissions by an
additional 179,000 MT CO2e.

Figure 8: Building Energy - BAU, ECC Reductions and CRO Goal, 2017-2030

Building Energy

Building Energy emissions make up about 32% of local emissions in
Eugene. These emissions primarily come from electricity and natural
gas used to heat and cool our homes, businesses, and stores. Using
the BAU forecast, building energy emissions will reach 372,000 MT
CO2e by 2030 if no action is taken.

FIGURE 9
Building Energy High Impact Practices (HIPs)
NWN Smart Energy Program (5% participation) (Action 13)
NWN Future Conservation / Energy Efficiency (Action B14)
Oregon Net-Zero Commercial Building Code (Action B23)
Home Energy Score and Commercial Benchmarking (Action B4)
MWMC / NWN Biomethane to natural gas pipeline (Action B15)
Oregon Net-Zero Residential Building Code (Action B23)
EWEB Future Energy Conservation (Action B11)
UO CAP - New/Existing Building Energy Efficiency (B17)
EWEB CAP - Facilities (Action B7)
COE Internal CAP - Facilities (Actions B6-B7)
LCC CAP - Facilities (B16)
Total Building Energy Reductions

MT CO2e
(17,000)
(15,000)
(12,300)
(10,000)
(7,000)
(6,400)
(2,500)
(1,900)
(1,000)
(1,000)
(700)
(75,000)

*Descriptions of each HIP listed in the figure 9 are included in later chapters. The
number of each action is noted in the table.
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Figure 9 summarizes the Building
Energy HIP actions. Northwest
Natural’s efforts to reduce emissions
via the Smart Energy Program and
Energy Efficiency have the largest
forecasted impact in this bucket,
estimated to reduce emissions
by more than 30,000 MT CO2e by
2030. Updates to the residential
and commercial building code at
the state level are also projected to
lead to significant reductions at the
local level, forecasted to achieve
about a 20,000 MT CO2e reduction.
Implementing a Home Energy
Score Program and Commercial
Benchmarking program could
reduce emissions by another 10,000
MT CO2e and also help consumers
have complete information about
energy costs when finding a place
to live or work. NWN and MWMC’s
partnership to capture renewable
natural gas will lead to another 7,000
MT CO2e savings. Finally, changes to
facilities at the City, EWEB, LCC and
UO will also help reduce emissions.
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FIGURE 10

Figure 10: Fugitive Emissions - BAU, ECC Reductions and CRO Goal, 2017-2030

Fugitive Emissions

Fugitive Emissions comprise about 15% of local emissions in Eugene.
Those emissions primarily come from waste and refrigerant leakage,
including emissions from the landfill. Using the BAU forecast, fugitive
emissions will reach out 175,000 MT CO2e by 2030 if no action is
taken.

FIGURE 11
Fugitive Emissions High Impact Practices (HIPs)
Reduce fugitive refrigerant loss - Facilities (Action F4)
Reduce fugitive refrigerant loss - Fleet (Action F4)
COE Food Waste Diversion to Composting (Action F1-F2)
Total Fugitive Emissions Reductions

MT CO2e
(10,000)
(10,000)
(3,300)
(23,000)

Figure 11 shows that the HIP
Fugitive Emission actions will reduce
emissions by 23,000 MT CO2e by
2030. To achieve the CRO goal with
this bucket, Eugene will need to
reduce building energy emissions by
an additional 96,000 MT CO2e.
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FIGURE 12

Figure 12: Pathway to the CRO, 2017-2030

Reaching the Goal

Figure 12 shows the measured contributions from ECC Partners that
will reduce emissions from each bucket. Those contributions add
up to 485,000 MT CO2e in reductions by 2030. The gray wedge in
Figure 12 shows that we still need an additional 305,000 MT CO2e in
reduction to meet the CRO goal.
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Identified Contributions Beyond
the Measured Contributions
Eugene needs to reduce emissions by an additional 305,000 MT CO2e
annually to reach the CRO goals. The following list includes three
tangible options the City is committed to using to achieve the goals
as necessary.

1. Northwest Natural Franchise
and Climate Agreement

The City of Eugene and
Northwest Natural are in
negotiations to renew Northwest
Natural’s Right of Way Franchise
Agreement. The agreement is
expected to be finalized by the
end of 2020. Under direction
from City Council, the new
agreement will include actions to
reduce greenhouse gases from
natural gas.

2. State and Federal Action

State and Federal Action is
necessary in order for Eugene
to reach the CRO targets.
Over the past few years, the
Oregon Legislature has worked
on versions of ghg reduction
bills through carbon reduction
legislation. Governor Kate Brown

enacted Executive Order 20-04
in March of 2020 that directs
Oregon state agencies to adopt
rules and new policy that will
reduce carbon emissions to be
50% below 1990 levels by 2030.
The City continues to be engaged
in how those rules and policies
are adopted.
At the Federal level, the City joins
forces with other jurisdictions
and stakeholders to support
passage of comprehensive
legislation that reduces carbon
emissions across all sectors.
This includes reauthorization
of the Surface Transportation
Act to incentivize carbon smart
investments in transit, transitoriented development, and
bike/pedestrian infrastructure.
Additionally, the path forward to

meeting the CRO goals is
dependent upon increasing the
federal Corporate Average Fuel
Economy (CAFÉ) standards and
increased investments in electric
vehicles.

3. Carbon Offsets

Carbon offsets are a reduction
in emissions facilitated by
purchasing ownership of ghg
reductions from verified carbon
offset projects. This is done to
compensate for emissions the
community has already emitted.
The City will consider offsets
as a bridge strategy to achieve
emissions reductions outside the
area while we work to reduce
emission locally through other
strategies.
Lastly, the City will continue to
research and explore what other
actions are needed to achieve
the CRO goal. The community
provided a list of ideas for more
actions as a part of this CAP2.0
process. Those ideas can be
found in Chapter 10 and will
be used as source for future
potential actions.
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Section 2

Commitment to Action - Mitigation and Resiliency
This section contains the commitments of the Eugene Climate Collaborative.
Combined, the ECC Partners, including the City of Eugene, committed to 115
actions. In addition, these sections identify 25 state and federal actions that will
help the community reach the CRO goals.

The City of Eugene and other Eugene Climate Collaborative (ECC)
partners have a long record of addressing climate change. This
chapter, as well as Chapters 6 and 7 on Consumption and Resiliency
summarize these commitments.
In this chapter, the actions are organized by the three buckets
introduced in Chapter 4: transportation, building energy and fugitive
emissions. These commitments, the actions of this CAP2.0, are
organized into four parts. This chapter ends with a fourth section
highlighting some actions that will help the community achieve its
goals in across all action areas. In the sections that follow, you will
see the following components:
City of Eugene Actions
The City of Eugene Actions
are the actions the City has
committed to move forward
over the next 5-10 years. Further
information about these actions
can be found in Appendices 1,
3, and 4 including the forecasted
emissions impact, department
leading implementation, and a
triple bottom line analysis of the
action.

Eugene Climate Collaborative Actions
The Eugene Climate Collaborative
Actions are the actions that the
ECC Partners have committed to
move forward over the next 5-10
years.

highlight some of the important
steps that state and federal
actors are taking or need to take.
Equity Recommendations
The Equity Panel provided
recommendations in nearly all
the bucket areas. The City is
committed to exploring these
recommendations and moving
them forward where possible
in partnership with frontline
communities.
Action Key
High Impact Practices, or actions
with significant forecasted
greenhouse gas reductions, are
marked with l.

State and Federal Actions
State and Federal Action is a
crucial component of reaching
the CRO goals. The City will
continue to lobby for action
and changes at these levels of
government. These sections

Additional Strategies from City
Council. City Council considered
these strategies during 2019. These
actions are new commitments
specific to the CAP2.0 process, and
marked with z.

4J: 4J School District

ECC: Eugene Climate Collaborative

LTD: Lane Transit District

ASL: American Sign Language

ETO: Energy Trust of Oregon

Bethel: Bethel School District

EV: Electric Vehicle

MTCO2e: Metric Ton of Carbon
Dioxide equivalent

CAP: Climate Action Plan

EWEB: Eugene Water and Electric Board

MWMC: Metropolitan Wastewater

CLMPO: Central Lane Metropolitan

GHG: Greenhouse gas

Management Commission

Planning Organization

HVAC:

NWN: Northwest Natural

COE: City of Eugene

Conditioning

ODOT: Oregon Department of

CRO: City of Eugene Climate

ICAP: City of Eugene Internal Climate

Transportation

Recovery Ordinance

Action Plan

TSP: Transportation System Plan

DEQ: Oregon Department of

LCC: Lane Community College

UO: University of Oregon

Environmental Quality

LLS: Large Lever Shareholder (now ECC)

Acronym Guide

Heating, Ventilation, and Air
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5 : Reducing Local Emissions

DIESEL

53%

Transportation

Emissions from transportation fuels make up 53 percent of Eugene’s
local emissions. Transportation emissions are primarily from the local
combustion of gasoline and diesel fuels used in vehicles. High impact
practices in this bucket include fully implementing the Transportation
System Plan, adopting policies that promote compact development,
and increasing the use of electric vehicles.

Core Plans and Policies

Transportation System Plan
(TSP)
The TSP is a plan that
establishes a system of
transportation facilities and
services that will serve the needs
of Eugene residents for 20 years.
The plan includes investments
in active transportation
infrastructure and strategies for
increasing electric vehicle usage
in Eugene. The TSP includes
5 goals, 49 policies and 105
actions. Actions T1-T8 provide
a link back to the TSP. These
actions include many items from
TSP implementation plan that
will help reduce emissions as
well as infrastructure projects
that promote active

transportation and transit. This
is not an exhaustive list of items
in the TSP that will help Eugene
achieve its climate goals.
Envision Eugene
Envision Eugene, A Community
Vision for 2032 provides a
framework for the future that
promotes new growth along
or near key corridors and core
commercial areas, respects
neighborhood character, and
increases access to services for
all residents. Envision Eugene,
A Community Vision for 2032
provides these seven pillars for
future planning: provide ample
economic opportunities for all
community members; provide
housing affordable to all income

levels; plan for climate change
and energy resiliency; promote
compact urban development
and efficient transportation
options; protect, repair, and
enhance neighborhood livability;
protect, restore, and enhance
natural resources; and provide
for adaptable, flexible and
collaborative implementation.
Actions T9-T13 provide a link
back to Envision Eugene. These
actions include many items from
Envision that promote compact
development. This is not an
exhaustive list of items in the
Envision Eugene that will help
Eugene achieve its climate goals.
Eugene’s Electric Vehicle
Strategy
In partnership with EWEB, LTD,
UO, and other community
partners, the City of Eugene will
implement its Electric Vehicle
Strategy, which includes more
than 20 actions across the
following four focus areas:
Improving access to charging
infrastructure; Increasing the
number of EVs among personal
vehicles, public sector fleets,
and shared mobility services;
Education and outreach on
electric vehicle technology and
its benefits; and establishing
targets and tracking methods
to measure Eugene’s progress
toward a more sustainable
future. The strategies span the
short term (2 years), medium
term (3-5 years) and longterm (more than 5 years).
Actions T20-T27 link back to
the EV Strategy. These actions
summarize actions from each
section of the EV strategy. This
is not an exhaustive list of items
in the EV Strategy that will help
Eugene achieve its climate goals.
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GASOLINE

Transportation System Plan Summary
•

Of the 264 projects planned in the 2035 TSP to be built over the next 20
years, 239 are entirely pedestrian and bicycle projects; those projects
include 89 neighborhood greenways, 22 on-street bike lanes, 18 shared use
paths, 12 protected bike lanes, and 85 separated path/sidewalk projects.

•

Six of the 264 projects are transit projects, which include improving frequent
transit service and multimodal travel along numerous transit corridors.

•

These 245 bicycle, pedestrian, and transit projects represent 51% of the total
transportation dollars that are planned to be spent over the next 20 years.

•

Of the 19 remaining projects, 6 of the projects are complete street upgrades
to existing roadways; all 6 of these projects have a significant bicycle
and pedestrian component. These complete street projects represent an
additional 10% of the total transportation dollars.

•

Not counting the three rail projects (which amount for 6% of the total
transportation dollars), only three projects planned for the next 20 years
have no explicit bicycle, pedestrian, or transit component contained in their
project descriptions. These three projects represent approximately 8% of
the total transportation dollars that are planned to be spent over the next
20 years.
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FOCUS SECTION

Transportation and Climate Action
Transportation projects, programs, and policies are an essential piece of the City of Eugene’s
climate policy and represent 53% of Eugene’s local emissions. Through implementation of
the Transportation System Plan (TSP) projects that focus on increasing safety, comfort and
convenience for people to walk, bike, and take transit more often we can expect to see a decrease
in vehicle miles travelled, greenhouse gas emissions, and air toxins.
By creating a more balanced transportation system that prioritizes active transportation
and provides people with safe and healthy choices, we will see more people making those
transportation choices. Many people rightfully feel unsafe when sharing a street with vehicles
moving close to them, whether they are on foot or bike. Projects like the Amazon Active
Transportation Corridor that reallocate the roadway to create a safer space for all road users,
encourage safer speeds, and increase the comfort level for vulnerable road users have shown
that when we build a better system more people will use it. There are several projects in the
TSP that have the potential of providing even more connectivity to our active transportation
network, such as a two-way protected bikeway on 13th, an enhanced Neighborhood Greenway
system, a protected bikeway connecting the Amazon Path with the Ruth Bascom Riverfront Path,
a redesigned Franklin Boulevard, an enhanced frequent transit system, and more than 200 other
active transportation projects that make up 92% of all the TSP projects.

Transportation and Equity
Eugene’s transportation policies support the provision of complete transportation networks
that serve travelers of all ages, abilities, and incomes. Everybody should have safe and efficient
access to employment, education, services, and recreation. City policies promote the services
and projects that will result in sufficient options to meet these needs and help to ensure that
costs and benefits of transportation improvements are shared equitably over time. The City
strives to empower community members by working with local residents, businesses, and other
stakeholders to cooperatively develop transportation corridors that foster the community’s active
use and sense of ownership of public rights-of-way.
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Safe Routes to School Goals
The following goals from the plan align with the six E’s of SRTS:
•

Equity - Ensuring resources benefit all demographic groups regionally, with special attention to
historically underserved populations.

•

Engineering - Partnering with road authorities to improve the built environment to support
safety for students and pedestrians.

•

Education - Bike and pedestrian safety in the schools and the community for students and
their families.

•

Encouragement - Motivating children to use active and shared transportation for their school
commute. Activities include Walking School Buses and Walk + Roll to School Day/Challenge.

•

Evaluation - Data collection and planning to gauge the effectiveness of our programs and work
towards a better future.

•

Enforcement - Supporting crossing guard programs and encouraging all road users to obey
traffic laws and share the road safely.

According to the EPA, transportation accounts for 29% of US greenhouse gas emissions, and
nearly half of those emissions come from passenger vehicles. One reason for this is because more
than 75% of Americans commute to work while driving alone. This number has increased in the
past decade as job growth has also grown (American Community Survey, 2017). If these drivers
left their car at home just two days a week, they could reduce their greenhouse gas emissions by
2 tons per year.
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City of Eugene Actions
l(HIP Actions)Transportation

System Plan
Action T1 COE to build and
complete 261 transportation
projects that enhance bicycle,
pedestrian and rail facilities in
Eugene included in the TSP.
See page 32 for a summary of
the types of projects included
and the TSP for a detailed list of
projects.
Action T2 COE to work towards
requiring all employers of a
certain size and type, including
COE, to prepare, implement and
monitor Transportation Options
Plans, plans that help people
use the infrastructure in place
for transit, ridesharing, walking,
biking, and telework. This action
is funded in part by ODOT and
is expected to be completed by
2022.

Action T3 COE to provide
education and encourage
programs, such as SmartTrips
and school-based transportation
options (like Safe Routes to
School), to improve safety for
all travelers and encourage the
use of active transportation and
telecommuting.
Action T4 COE to develop a
systemic method for measuring
trips made by walking, biking and
driving by 2022.
Action T5 COE and LTD to
complete the Moving Ahead
planning process to identify
investment packages and move
on to the implementation phase
for improved transportation
corridors. The planning process
is expected to be completed in
2020. Once the planning process
is complete, the investments

recommended will be
implemented by securing federal,
state and local funding, especially
looking at the capital investment
grant (CIG) program within FTA.
Action T6 COE will adopt
new Complete Street
Design Standards for capital
infrastructure projects by 2022.
These standards will inform the
design of future COE capital
and privately engineered public
improvements projects on
streets and shared paths.
Action T7 COE to develop
a sidewalk infill program
and strategy for upgrading
unimproved streets, prioritizing
Vision Zero, Safe Routes to
School, and connectivity to
schools, parks, shopping, and
important community resources.
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FOCUS SECTION

Housing and Climate Action

Housing policy is a cornerstone of any City’s climate policy. Housing stock characteristics like
size, affordability, and location relative to transit, jobs, and other amenities all impact residents’
environmental impact. Size has multiple impacts including the emissions emitted in creating the
building materials and the emissions from energy used to heat and cool the home. Smaller homes
tend to have a smaller carbon footprint during construction and use. Other development standards
including lot size and parking requirements can reduce the amount of land that’s used for housing,
creating the opportunity for more housing, and more compact housing. In addition, housing units
built close to transit, jobs, and other amenities allow residents to access the community using fewer
vehicle trips.

Eugene’s Strategies for Compact Development

Eugene has been working to address the affordability and
availability of housing for some time, though the public sense
of urgency and the desire for a more comprehensive approach
associated with this work has recently accelerated in response
to the local housing crisis. In fall 2018, the City convened the
Housing Tools and Strategies Work Group (HTS Work Group).
The HTS Work Group identified housing affordability, availability,
and diversity of type as the top housing concerns in the area.
In addition, the City is continuing to implement strategies
and actions from the Envision Eugene Recommendation and
2017 Urban Growth Boundary process, including updating
the Envision Eugene comprehensive plan. Completing and
adopting the housing chapter will be part of the City’s process
for implementing House Bill (HB) 2001, a law that allows middle
housing types in residential areas without significant barriers.
Other chapters such as compact development and urban
design, community health and livability, natural resources
and environment quality, community resilience, and public
facilities and services chapters are expected to be completed
and adopted within the next five years. The comprehensive plan
supports 20-minute neighborhoods, resilience and the City’s
Triple Bottom Line framework of economic prosperity, social
equity and environmental health to reach sustainability goals.
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Oregon DEQ studied
the emissions impact of
the lifecycle of a home,
evaluating emissions
impacts from extracting
materials to build,
transportation of materials,
construction, occupancy,
maintenance and finally
demolition. The study
found that 80% of a home’s
emissions over a 70-year
lifespan are associated with
occupancy. Building smaller
not only has a smaller
carbon footprint because it
uses less materials to build,
its benefits also accrue over
time as it uses less energy.
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zAction T8 COE to initiate

process to update the TSP by
2021 so that the goals, policies
and projects included in the
TSP fully meet CRO goals.
Proposed changes to the TSP
will be informed by the Strategic
Assessment being completed
by ODOT and the Central
Lane Metropolitan Planning
Organization with input from
COE. The Strategic Assessment
is a modeling tool that provides
insights as to how actions and
policies undertaken by the
City of Eugene and partner
agencies impact our community
wide GHG emissions. Inputs
into the Strategic Assessment
model include parking policies
and pricing, transit service
and transportation options
programming. The model
provides the ability to look at
how different levels of these
inputs affect GHG emissions.

Compact Development
Envision Eugene

Action T9 COE to create a
dynamic Eugene-specific
comprehensive plan to address
emerging needs. In 2017,
Eugene completed the first
phase of adopting a Eugenespecific comprehensive plan,
which includes the Eugene UGB.
This action is expected to be
completed by 2025 and is part
of the Provide for Adaptable,
Flexible and Collaborative
Implementation Pillar of Envision
Eugene.
Action T10 COE to plan to meet
all of the 20-year multi-family
housing and commercial job
needs within the existing UGB.
This action includes planning to
integrate new development and
redevelopment in the downtown,
on key transit corridors, and in
core commercial areas. This

action is part of the Promote
Compact Urban Development
and Efficient Transportation
Options Pillar of Envision Eugene.
Action T11 COE to make
compact urban development
easier in the downtown, on key
transit corridors, and in core
commercial areas. This includes
removing regulatory barriers,
flexible uses within industrial
and commercial, reduce financial
obstacles, restructure SDCs for
smaller additional incentives,
flexible land use codes, and
ensure transportation system
can support planned densities.
This action is part of the Promote
Compact Urban Development
and Efficient Transportation
Options Pillar of Envision Eugene.
Action T12 COE to expand
housing variety and choice by
facilitating the building of
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smaller, clustered and attached
housing. This action includes
providing flexibility in land use,
removing land use code and
permitting process barriers,
promoting existing incentives
such as EWEB small house
incentives, and new incentives
such as restructuring SDCs and
attached housing loans. This
action is a part of the Providing
Housing Affordable to All Income
Levels Pillar of Envision Eugene.
Action T13 COE to plan for
growth so that an increasing
proportion of residents live
in 20-Minute Neighborhoods
where residents can meet
most of their daily needs near
their homes without the use of
an automobile. This includes
identifying location opportunities
for flexible codes, transportation
infrastructure improvements,
parks and open space,
partnerships and incentives.
This action is part of the Plan
for Climate Change and Energy
Resiliency Pillar of Envision
Eugene.

Additional Compact
Development Strategies
Action T14 COE to incentivize
transit-oriented development
and walkable neighborhoods
using tools such as the Multi-Unit
Property Tax Exemption (MUPTE),
a state-enabled 10-year property
tax exemption, to stimulate
the construction of multiunit housing downtown and
along key corridors. MUPTE is
currently authorized to be used
in downtown Eugene. Programs
to facilitate more housing
downtown, including MUPTE, are
an Envision Eugene strategy
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anticipated to achieve an
additional 1,000 dwellings by
2032.
Action T15 COE to encourage
housing diversity in all
neighborhoods. Support the
construction of duplexes,
triplexes, quadplexes,
townhomes, and cottage clusters
throughout the community.
Directly implement House Bill
(HB) 2001, the state law that
enables missing middle housing
options on lots zoned for
residential uses by June 2022.
(HTS Process, Envision Eugene,
SB 1051, HB 2001)
Action T16 COE to support
accessory dwelling construction.
COE City Council reduced
barriers to accessory dwellings
in accordance with Senate Bill
(SB) 1051 and HB 2001. For
example, City Council removed
some land use code barriers and
eliminated transportation system
development charges (SDCs)
for accessory dwellings with an
annual cap on the amount of
charges that can be waived.
Action T17 COE to update its
Clear and Objective Housing
Regulations to mitigate barriers
to housing, increase efficiency
and predictability in the review
process, and effectively address
development impacts. State law
entitles housing applications
to clear and objective
standards, conditions, and
procedures. Eugene will need
to accommodate approximately
15,000 new homes within our
UGB by 2032 while preserving
the community’s values
regarding livability, public health
and safety, and natural resource
protection. The project

is expected to be completed by
2021.
Action T18 COE and Lane
County to finish the River RoadSanta Clara Neighborhood
Plan in collaboration with the
River Road and Santa Clara
Community Organizations as well
as neighbors and businesses.
The plan along with the transitoriented development efforts
of the River Road Corridor
Study will allow mixed-use
development and remove
barriers to middle housing.
Completion and adoption of this
plan is expected for Spring 2021.
Action T19 COE to develop a
Growth Monitoring Program
to monitor community and
development trends. Housing
data is a key part of this program
including housing permit data,
land divisions, and affordability.
This work is ongoing with the
first monitoring report due to
City Council Winter 2021.

l (HIP Actions)EV
Strategy Actions
z(CC Action)

Action T20 COE to evaluate
introducing parking and
infrastructure requirements for
electric vehicles (EV) and small
electric vehicles (SEV) at new
multi-family housing projects
and commercial construction
projects by 2021, and to include
EV and SEV parking in Citysupported affordable housing
developments between 2023
and 2025.
Action T21 COE to develop
policies and priorities around
installation of publicly accessible
charging stations in the right-ofway, including electric bike
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charging. COE will perform a
study to determine needs and
preferred locations for charging
infrastructure. This action is
scheduled to be completed
between 2023 and 2025.
Action T22 COE to encourage
taxi and transportation network
companies (such as Lyft and
Uber) to utilize EVs in their
fleet and develop charging
infrastructure. The City will
explore implementing incentives
and expedited permitting
processes for EVs in these types
of fleets. This action is scheduled
to be completed between 2023
and 2025.
Action T23 COE will explore ways
to promote use of micromobility
options such as e-scooters and
e-bikes. This action is scheduled
to be completed between 2023
and 2025.

Action T24 COE and EWEB
to increase the number of
EV-centered ride and drive
consumer education events.
This action is scheduled to be
completed between 2023 and
2025.
Action T25 COE to set targets
for EV adoption by 2035. Publish
status of EV adoption in Eugene
annually on the City’s website by
2021.
Action T26 COE organization to
adopt an EV First procurement
policy. There has been an
informal practice to consider
EV in the replacement of
retiring fleet vehicles since
2019. Through an adopted EV
First policy, 100% vehicles that
become due for replacement,
will be evaluated for GHG
reduction opportunities.
The City’s Fleet Board will
recommend any vehicle with

an available option in the
respective class for replacement
with either full electric, plug-in
hybrid, standard or after-market
hybrid. Fleet Board will only
approve exceptions to this policy
if it can be shown that an EV
or hybrid option cannot meet
the business need. This action
is a part of the Internal Climate
Action Plan.
Action T27 COE to conduct an
electric car share pilot program
at one or more affordable
housing sites in Eugene. This
action is scheduled to be
completed between 2021 and
2025.

Additional
Transportation Actions
Action T28 COE to work towards
creating a digital smart trips
application that would display
all modes of travel by segment
type, as well as public parking
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options, for a planned trip in
our community. The vision
for the application is that it
would show all transit, driving,
biking, and walking options
between two points, as well
as combinations of various
modes of travel, carbon emitted,
calories burned, and cost of
travel. Further, it would allow
a user to prioritize their trip to
focus on options such as saving
time, saving money, or saving
the environment. The project
is expected to be completed in
2023.
Action T29 COE to explore
options to create community
wide broadband. Modeled after
the downtown dark fiber project,
this action would provide
greater accessibility for families
and residents to work and learn
remotely. The ability to work
remotely with a high speed and
affordable network connection
would allow more remote
work options and potential to
decrease daily commuting.
Action T30 COE to implement
Internal Fleet Climate Action
Plan. This plan includes
measures to help the City work
towards carbon neutrality
including procuring EVs and
using alternative fuels like
renewable diesel.

Eugene Climate
Collaborative Actions
Action T31 LTD will continue to
support commuting options with
low-income, student, and group
transit passes to increase transit
accessibility across all income
levels.
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Action T32 LTD to offer
programs that make taking
transit more convenient like
touch pass, Transportation
Options, transit host program,
and Mobility on Demand.
Action T33 LTD is completing
the Transit Tomorrow planning
project to evaluate how it can
increase frequency of service
and ridership on transit. The
goal of the project was to find
ways to better serve riders
throughout the community, with
a focus on increasing frequency,
so more people would have
access to 15-minute service. The
planning process was expected
to be completed in 2020 but is
on pause due to constraints on
community engagement and
budget changes resulting from
the COVID-19 Pandemic.
Action T34 Safe Routes to
School (SRTS) program offered
at Bethel and 4J that works to
create safe, easy, and fun ways
for kids to walk, bike, skate,
scoot, bus or carpool to school.
SRTS has a goal to reach 85%
of Eugene-Springfield public
schools by 2021 and eventually
100% of schools. See page
33 for a list of SRTS program
goals. COE Recreation provides
bicycle safety education at
Bethel and 4J schools to support
the SRTS programs and COE
Transportation Planning works
with the SRTS programs on
creating safe walking and biking
routes to school.
Action T35 PeaceHealth Rides
bike share program will continue
to look for opportunities to
expand its bikeshare footprint,
both in terms of geographic area
served and number of bikes
available. The program was

launched in Spring 2018 and
currently offers a base of shortterm bike rental options
for trips in the City’s core, with
300 bikes and 40 stations. The
program will also look for more
opportunities to provide access
including discounted rides for
people from disadvantaged
communities.
Action T36 EWEB will focus on
an evolution of targeted market
transformation programs and
efforts to increase EVs in the
community, including dealership
engagements and incentives,
education campaigns, and ride
and drive events. Funding for
this action primarily comes from
the Clean Fuels Program, which
sunsets in 2025.
Action T37 EWEB to incentivize
commercial and residential
charging infrastructure and
to support regional efforts
to expand available charging
network, including EWEBowned stations at its properties.
Funding for this action primarily
comes from the Oregon Clean
Fuels Program, which sunsets in
2025.
Action T38 EWEB to explore
ways to increase EV use in
underserved populations
through efforts and programs
including partnerships with
key agencies, grants, culturally
appropriate outreach and
education, and non-ownership
models like multi-family car
sharing. Funding for this action
primarily comes from the Clean
Fuels Program, which sunsets in
2025.

lAction T39 LTD to expand

electrification of bus fleet as
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existing fleet is retired. LTD
successfully tested two electric
buses in revenue service
throughout 2019. LTD has
purchased (11) 40’ battery
electric buses to integrate into
its fleet. The eleven battery
electric buses will be delivered
in 2021 and are replacing older,
less efficient diesel buses.

lAction T40 LCC, Lane County,

and EWEB continue to invest
in fuel efficient motor pools.
Public agencies are focused
on purchasing electric vehicles
when practical and high
efficiency hybrids or diesels
when necessary. These vehicles
require less maintenance and
have lower operating costs than
the vehicles they are replacing.

lAction T41 As part of

LCC’s actions to reduce GHG
emissions from student
commuting and in response to
student demand, Lane

Community College continues to
increase online class offerings.
In addition, co-benefits of
implementing the TSP include a
reduction in emissions from LCC
commutes.

the goals outlined in SB1044,
including motor vehicle market
transformation, public education
on electric vehicles (EVs), access
to EVs and EV infrastructure, and
EV first internal practices.

Action T42 4J has made
investments in higher efficiency
buses replacing all of the older
buses. The fleet includes a mix
of propane, gas and diesel
vehicles. The diesel engines
use 99% renewable diesel fuel
(R99) and are all equipped with
exhaust treatment systems.

Action T45 The City of Eugene
will advocate to the Oregon
Transportation Commission
and Oregon Department of
Transportation to allocate more
funding for walking, biking and
transit infrastructure projects.

Action T43 Bethel is investing
in higher efficiency buses
through their transportation
contractor First Student. Older,
less-efficient buses are being
replaced by clean diesel engines.

State and Federal Action

Action T46 Under Executive
Order 20-04, Governor Brown
directed Oregon Department of
Transportation to establish GHG
emission reduction performance
metrics and amendments to the
Transportation Planning Rule of
metropolitan areas to meet GHG
reduction goals adopted within
the Executive Order.

Action T44 The State will create
opportunities to achieve
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Action T47 The Federal
Surface Transportation
Programs reauthorization is
scheduled for 2021 and the
City will continue to lobby
for increased climate policy
and investments within the
reauthorization that will support
local priorities. Congressman
DeFazio’s Investing in a New
Vison for the Environment
and Surface Transportation in
America (INVEST) ACT, provides
innovative policy approaches
including focus on increasing
investment for carbon reduction
activities and updating
performance measures for
GHG reductions. The legislation
brings some policy solutions
to transportation access
and affordable housing. In
particular, we support the new
Community Climate Innovation
Grant program, focused on
reducing greenhouse gases, EV
charging infrastructure grants,
and formula funding to support
carbon pollution reduction.
Action T48 The City of
Eugene supports the increase
of Corporate Average Fuel
Economy (CAFÉ) standards to
54.5 MPG by 2025 and will
continue to join efforts to
overturn the adopted EPA Rules

that lower these standards. We
support H.R.978 that would
provide statutory authority for
rules issued in 2012 by NHTSA
concerning CAFÉ Standards and
GHG emission standards. The
bill would also forbid NHTSA
and EPA from reducing the
stringency of these standards.

Equity Panel
Recommendations
Recommendation E1
Implement City land use
policies that encourage higher
density land use. Higher
density housing results in more
walkable, rideable, or roll-able
communities.
Recommendation E2 Provide
increased subsidies for Ride
Source transportation; it is
currently financially inaccessible
for a community that already
faces multiple economic
challenges.
Recommendation E3 Provide
opportunities for Eugene
residents to rent or borrow
bikes, electric bikes and electric
vehicles.
Recommendation E4 Increase
multi-use, mixed-income

residential and commercial
zoning provides access to
affordable housing, ADAcompliant infrastructure,
culturally diverse food
supply and access to public
transportation.
Recommendation E5 Improve
public transportation efficiency.
Recommendation E6 Create
a public campaign on racism,
homophobia, sexual violence,
ableism in public transportation
and bus stations to foster a
better social climate for all to
use public transportation.
Recommendation E7 Provide
government subsidies and nointerest loans for electric bikes
and electric vehicles, especially
for low-income people and
people with disabilities.
Recommendation E8 Provide
sufficient solar-powered lighting
for bike paths.
Recommendation E9 Protect
Ride Source and public
transportation—needed
by many for daily activities,
including life-sustaining one
such as dialysis.
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z

NATURAL
GAS

City of Eugene Actions
zAction B1 COE and NWN

32 %

zAction B2 COE to report to City

Building Energy
Building Energy accounts for 32% of local emissions. Within this
bucket, the majority of emissions are from natural gas use; the
remainder comes from electrical and other fuel sources. As the
number of natural gas customers continues to increase, Northwest
Natural is actively exploring ways to reduce emissions from their
product with investments in bio-natural gas and conservation.
Electricity emissions continue to decrease due to EWEB’s
conservation efforts and continued supply of clean electricity.

Building Energy Guiding Policies and Plans
EWEB’s Electricity Supply Plan
(formerly known as the
Integrated Resource Plan) helps
EWEB understand the resources,
technology, and infrastructure
that will be needed to meet
customers’ future electricity
needs. EWEB’s ongoing Electricity
Supply Planning effort is aimed
at optimizing power resources,
assets, infrastructure, and

are currently working on a
new franchise agreement
with the intention to decrease
community wide emissions
associated with natural gas. The
agreement is expected to be
completed in late 2020. Details
will be added to Eugene’s list of
climate commitments once the
agreement is finalized.

customer products and services
so that EWEB can continue to
serve the community with clean,
affordable and reliable power,
consistent with the values of our
customer-owner.
Northwest Natural Low Carbon
Pathway.
NW Natural continues to make
investments in energy efficiency

Council different options and
funding strategies to support
programs for low income EWEB
and NWN customers and/or
support other loans for small
home improvements required to
qualify for utility energy efficiency
programs by 2021. This action
leverages existing programs,
with the goal of minimizing
administrative costs.
Action B3 COE to research and
report to City Council potential
regulatory options related to
advancing energy efficiency and
carbon reduction through rental
housing standards by end of
2023.

l z Action B4 COE to

implement a voluntary Home
Energy Score in partnership
with the Oregon Department of
Energy by 2021.
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ELECTRICITY

through partnership with Energy
Trust of Oregon, increase
renewable natural gas within
their pipeline and reduce pipeline
emissions to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. Additionally, they
continue to provide customers
the opportunity to voluntary
offset emissions through their
Smart Energy program.

COE to research and report to
City Council on funding and
implementation strategies for
a mandatory program Home
Energy Score Program and
Commercial Benchmarking
Program.
Action B5 COE to participate
in state-wide coalition to seek
statutory authority for cities
to adopt the state’s highperformance Reach Code
meeting 10% above adopted
state-wide building code as the
local base code.

lAction B6 COE implementing

facilities updates including
conservation and efficiency
improvements as part of the
organization’s Internal Climate
Action Plan. Current projects
include the renovation of
Campbell Community Center and
Echo Hollow Pool expected to
be completed in 2020 and 2021
respectively.

lAction B7 COE to update

existing Green Building policy for
City buildings to focus specifically
on heavily decreasing Energy
Use Intensity when designed,
increased energy efficiency
investments, on-site renewable
energy production, and total ghg
lifecycle reductions by January
2022.

Eugene Climate
Collaborative Actions
lAction B8 EWEB implementing
adopted GHG reduction goals,
which call for a reduction of
utility GHG emissions by 25
percent below 2009 levels by
2020; the reduction of fossil fuel
use by 50% by 2030, and for
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EWEB operations to be carbonneutral by 2050.
Action B9 EWEB to complete
an Electrification Impact
Study in 2020-2021. The study
will explore the impacts of
widespread electrification on
our community. In this study,
EWEB will hypothesize various
electrification scenarios and
assess potential impacts to
power supply, demand, local
infrastructure, and community
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
Action B10 EWEB working with
community partners to support
building upgrades with incentives
for smart electrification and
energy efficiency.
Action B11 EWEB and NWN
limited income assistance
programs and energy
conservation education
programs, which provide eligible
customers with rebates and
incentives to lower and pay their
bills.

lAction B12 EWEB’s

commitment to conservation
includes meeting all new base
load growth through acquiring
conservation rather than new
energy resources. Each year,
the utility targets between 1.4
and 1.6 MW for acquisition,
dedicating appropriate budget
and human resources to those
targets.
Action B13 Once fully deployed,
EWEB’s advanced metering
program will facilitate demand
side management programs with
customers to reduce energy use
during peak periods. EWEB has
begun consumer education on
the value of reducing energy use

during peak periods and plans
to develop programs to help
consumers shift energy use offpeak through a combination of
technology and pricing signals.

lAction B14 NWN Smart Energy

Program allows customers to
purchase carbon offsets equal to
the amount of the carbon dioxide
created by their natural gas use.

lAction B15 NWN partners

with the ETO to offer energy
efficiency programs to natural
gas customers.

lAction B16 In order to

produce Renewable Natural
Gas (RNG), Metropolitan
Wastewater Management
Commission (MWMC) is building
biogas purification facilities and
a pipeline to connect to NW
Natural’s utility grid. Construction
is expected to begin in 2020 with
a target completion in 2021.

lAction B17 Lane Community

College’s plans to continue
to increase building energy
efficiency by replacing heating,
ventilation and air conditioning
systems in selected buildings.
Additional improvements to
campus buildings are planned
for the near future such as
upgrading lighting systems,
adding better insulation and
replacing single-pane windows.
Lane Community College is
pursuing LEED v4.1 for Existing
Buildings certification for its
Florence Center. This third-party
certified performance-based
project will result in increased
overall performance of this
Center with annual performance
verifications associated to it.
Expected date of completion is
2022.
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lAction B18 UO to implement

UO Climate Action Plan updates
which includes actions to reduce
emissions from buildings.
Recent accomplishments include
reinsulating the steam tunnel,
establishing and filling an
energy manager position and
relaunching the energy revolving
fund. Upcoming work includes
a study to identify low carbon
heating alternatives to steam
made from natural gas for our
campus.

lAction B19 UO implementing

the revised Oregon Model
for Sustainable Development
requiring new capital projects
to achieve at least LEED Gold
certification, must be least 25%
more efficient than 2014 Oregon
Energy Code requirements, and
will foster social equity in

the design and construction of
campus projects.

lAction B20 UO to continue

to offer student program to
complete energy audits using the
US Department of Energy Home
Energy Scoring Tool through
the Student and Community
Outreach for Renter Efficiency
Program (SCORE), a partnership
with COE, EWEB, and UO.
Action B21 Bethel has entered
into an Energy Performance
Contract with Ameresco. They
are identifying improvement
projects that can be repaid
through annual energy savings,
such as lighting, HVAC systems,
and boilers. The District is taking
out a $3.5 million loan at 2.3%,
with guaranteed annual energy
savings of more than $215,000,

so the improvements are
designed to pay for themselves
while lowering our energy
consumption.
Action B22 In 2018, Eugene
voters approved over $314M
in bond funding for 4J Schools.
Numerous energy efficiency and
building shell improvements
are funded across the system,
with new schools being planned
for Edison Elementary School,
North Eugene High School,
Camas Ridge Elementary, and
major expansion of Gilham
Elementary. New construction
projects feature state of the art
energy efficient design and green
building features.
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State and Federal Actions

l

Action B23 Under Governor
Brown’s Executive Order 17-20,
the Oregon State Building Code is
mandated to require: by October
1, 2020 all residential structures
be solar ready, by October 1,
2022 all commercial structures
be solar ready, by October 1,
2022 all newly constructed
commercial buildings will
exceed the International Energy
Conservation Code and ASHRAE
90.1, and by October 1, 2023 all
residential construction meet
the US Department of Energy’s
2017 Net Zero ready standards.
Each of these changes will reduce
energy used in buildings and
provide pathways for on-site
renewable energy.
Action B24 Under Governor
Brown’s Executive Order 20-04,
utilities, including natural gas
providers, will be regulated

under a ‘Cap and Reduce’
framework, that reduces
emissions statewide at least 45
percent below 1990 levels by
2035 and at least 80 percent
below 1990 levels by 2050. In
support of this EO, the City of
Eugene will participate in the rule
making processes of the Oregon
Public Utility Commission, the
Oregon Department of Energy,
the Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality, and the
Oregon Building Codes Division
to seek policy and regulatory
outcomes that align with the
CRO.
Action B25 COE continues to
lobby in support legislation
(such as H.R.2088, H.R.2741,
and S.3711) to reauthorization
of the federal Energy Efficiency
and Conservation Block Grant
(EECBG) program. This program
provides direct financial
assistance to formula grant cities

(like Eugene) for investment in
built environment projects that
reduce energy use, decrease
carbon emissions, and create
greener jobs.
Action B26 COE will vote through
the International Code Council
building and energy code cycle
updates for modifications that
advance high performance
buildings and lower greenhouse
gas emissions in buildings
(both through materials and
operations).

Equity Panel
Recommendation
Recommendation E10 Provide
education about the climate
impacts of having a large, single
family home. Land use policies
that encourage density and
smaller, multifamily homes result
in lower emissions and should be
encouraged.
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REFRIGERANT
LEAKAGE

City of Eugene Actions

15 %
Fugitive Emissions

Fugitive emissions come from waste and refrigerant leakage. The
largest source of fugitive emissions come from Short Mountain
Landfill and the wastewater treatment plants that serve everyone in
our community. These emissions combined with fugitive refrigerants
comprise about 15% of local GHGs. The fugitive refrigerants come
from our cooling of interior spaces as well as keeping food cold to
avoid spoilage. While the Montreal Accord began the worldwide
transition to lower GHG refrigerants, fugitive emissions from
refrigerants are on the rise across the state.
To reduce fugitive emissions in the solid waste system, we need
to both reduce the volume of organic waste (mostly food and yard
waste) as well as do a better job collecting the gas that is generated
from the rotting of food and plant material.
To reduce the loss of refrigerants, we need to encourage our
building owners and operators to better maintain their cooling
and refrigeration systems to avoid leaks, and whenever possible to
choose a refrigerant gas that functions with a lower GWP.

Fugitive Emissions Key Plans and Policies
Lane County Solid Waste Management Plan. Lane County is the statedesignated Solid Waste Authority for the Lane County Wasteshed.
Through this authority, Lane County developed the Solid Waste
Management Plan (SWMP) to align with state recovery goals and
priorities and to coordinate solid waste management efforts

l Action F1 COE to operate

and promote the Love Food
Not Waste commercial food
waste collection program. This
partnership among local garbage
haulers, commercial composters,
the City of Eugene and area
businesses makes sure that
food scraps turn into valuable
compost instead of taking up
space in our landfill. Business can
sign up for Love Food Not Waste
through their garbage hauler.

l Action F2 COE to operate and
promote the Curbside Compost
Program. As of October 2019,
Eugene customers who have
residential garbage service have
the option to put food waste in
their yard debris bin instead of in
the garbage.
Action F3 COE to explore
methods to capture biogas
from organic waste and use it
for renewable transport fuel.
By 2025, COE will scope out the
potential pathways to implement
this action, including cost
estimates. (CC Action)

l zAction F4 COE to convene

community partners who use
products with large amounts of
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WASTE

between the County,
municipalities, industry
stakeholders, and other
community partners. The plan
includes strategies and actions
to achieve a variety of goals,
including Lane County’s goal to
divert 63% of waste from the
landfill by 2025. Actions F6-F12
provide link back to SWMP. This
is not an exhaustive list of the
items in the SWMP that will help
Eugene achieve its climate goals.

refrigerants by the end of 2021
to identify market-based and
regulatory options to reduce
community-wide refrigerant
gas leaks from appliances like
air conditioners, refrigerators,
and commercial refrigeration
systems.
Action F5 COE will continue to
use warm-mix asphalt, a lowcarbon alternative that has
become the default asphalt
sold in the region, due in part
to COE leadership. Warmmix pavement materials are
mixed and placed on the road
at lower temperatures than
traditional hot-mix. Benefits
of the reduced temperature
include cutting fuel consumption
and decreasing the production
of emissions. Engineering and
construction benefits include
better compaction of pavements;
the ability to pave at lower
temperatures, extending the
paving season; and the potential
to be able to recycle at higher
rates.
Action F6 Due to the economic
impacts of COVID-19, the
disproportionate impact
of hunger on low income
communities, and the highest
greenhouse gas savings of food
waste diversion, COE to prioritize
food rescue programs at local
level.
Action F7 COE to continue to
explore adopting a franchisesystem of residential solid
waste collection with the goal of
reducing hauler fleet-generated
greenhouse gases, route
redundancy and road wear.
Action F8 COE will continue to
work toward the Council directed
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goal of increasing the volume of
waste diverted from landfill from
internal operations and facilities
from current levels to at least
90% by 2020 compared to 2016.
PDD has achieved this goal and
will work with other departments
to implement 90% diversion by
2030 through the Internal Zero
Waste program.

Eugene Climate
Collaborative Actions
Action F9 Lane County to
develop improved county-wide
data collection and reporting
system to assess effectiveness
of programs and policies, e.g.
participation rates of yard debris,
commercial, food waste and
multifamily recycling programs
by city.
Action F10 Lane County plans
to convene community partners
to explore options related to
the development of a waste
processing facility to divert
organics from the waste stream
toward an anaerobic digestion/
biogas facility.
Action F11 Lane County to
Perform annual audits of
Material Recovery Facilities (MRF)
to assess performance and
maximize recovery.
Action F12 Lane County to
support product stewardship and
extended producer responsibility
legislation and policy creation at
state and federal level.
Action F13 Lane County to
improve Multifamily recycling
access. Prepare for state rule
change that all multi- family
tenants have opportunity to
recycle by 2025.

Action F14 Lane County to
increase Accessibility for nonEnglish speakers in all program
functions, materials and
outreach.
Action F15 Lane County
to develop business waste
prevention, buy recycled
campaigns focused on high
impact material types or
business sectors.
Action F16 UO to continue to
promote waste reduction across
campus thru the UO Zero Waste
Program. The Program provides
state of the art waste reduction
and recovery opportunities
to campus while reducing
greenhouse gas production.
Action F17 Bethel to
increase composting through
implementing district wide food
waste collection for all 11 school
facility kitchens as of 2019, and
4J School District increased
collection of food waste from
12 school kitchens in 2018-19
to all 33 4J district schools and
facilities in 2020. Cafeteria food
waste collection in 4J has been
implemented in some schools
and a phased implementation of
cafeteria food waste collection
for all 4J schools is planned,
starting with elementary schools
in 2020-2021,and adding middle
schools in 2021-2022.

State and Federal Action
Action F18 In 2012, Oregon
Department of Environmental
Quality released the Oregon 2050
Vision on Materials Management
for Oregon. This work provides
a platform to bring materials
management in Oregon into
closer alignment
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with sustainability principles. The
2050 Vision sits within the larger
context of future economic,
social and environmental
systems and creates a policy
framework that incorporates
these three systems into actions
related the responsible upstream
design and downstream
management of consumptionbased materials. (Impacts
are also relevant to reducing
consumption emissions.)

Equity Panel
Recommendation
Recommendation E11 Offer
incentives, paid for by Eugene
Climate Collaborative, for
employees to attend workshops
on waste management,
composting, energy use, climate

change, gardening,
transportation and carpooling.

Further Action for Change
The actions in each bucket
above help our community. It’s
important to get specific about
the community plans to address
different sources of emissions.
These last three actions have a
broader reach.

zAction A1 COE to continue

to lobby for State and Federal
climate action.

zAction A2 COE to consider

the use of offsets to help meet
community emissions reduction
goals.

zAction A3 COE includes

climate in its community and
neighborhood matching grant

program to promote community
initiatives for climate mitigation
and resiliency with small grants.
Combined these actions reflect
a larger pledge to be resourceful
in the City’s commitment to
reach the CRO goals. State and
Federal policies will help Eugene
reach its climate goals, and,
they will have a broader impact
in helping other communities
address climate change as well.
Strategically using offsets while
also working to reduce emissions
locally provides an important
tool to keep Eugene on track
with its CRO commitments.
Lastly, the City is committed to
continuing to listen and learn
from community members and
supporting innovative ideas.
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6 : Eugene’s
Consumption Emissions
Consumption-based inventories account for total emissions from
producing, using and disposing of a product. Using this type of
greenhouse gas emissions accounting typically doubles a person’s
carbon footprint, and offers the most complete accounting of a
community’s carbon footprint. This section adds to the previous
sections which focus on local emissions and provides actions to
address Eugene’s imported emissions.
Most of the CAP2.0 focuses on emissions emitted within the
geographic boundaries of Eugene. This approach to measuring
locally generated emissions is called a sector-based inventory.
Sector-based inventories assume that goods and services that
are imported into the community are accounted for elsewhere. A
consumption-based inventory assumes that whatever a person
chooses to import and use is a choice, and consumers have some
level of responsibility to reduce the emissions from what they
buy. This includes major choices in daily life: cars, food, fuels,
appliances and clothing—many of which are produced in other
states or overseas. Consumption-based inventories account for total
emissions from producing, using and disposing of a product. Using
this type of greenhouse gas emissions accounting typically doubles a
person’s carbon footprint.
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FIGURE 13
Consumption Based
Emissions Inventory (CBEI)
Sector-Based
Emissions Inventory (SBEI)
Fossil Fuel
Emissions (CRO Target)

Note: In a consumption-based inventory,
a fraction of sector-based emissions is
excluded to account for local production
exported to other communities.

Figure 13: Connecting Fossil Fuel Use, Sector- and Consumption-Based Inventories

Connecting Sector (local) and
Consumption-Based (imported) Inventories
Figure 13 shows how sector-based and consumption-based
inventories put together tell a complete story of Eugene’s
contribution to greenhouse gas emissions. The inner circle shows
Eugene’s emissions from fossil fuel use. The second circle shows
Eugene’s local emissions, the emissions emitted within Eugene’s
geographic boundary – or Eugene’s sector-based emissions.
The outer circle shows Eugene’s imported emissions and most
of Eugene’s local emissions – or Eugene’s consumption-based
emissions. The emissions created to produce exported goods
are excluded from Eugene’s consumption-based inventory. The
consumption-based inventory is the largest and most complete
accounting of a community’s carbon footprint.
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Consumption-based
inventories account
for total emissions
from producing, using and disposing of
a product. Using this
type of greenhouse
gas emissions accounting typically
doubles a person’s
carbon footprint.
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FIGURE 14

Figure 14: Comparison of 2013 Consumption-based GHG Emissions, 2030 Forecasted GHG
Reductions, and 2030 CRO Goal

Eugene’s Consumption-Based Emissions –
Local and Imported Goods and Services
Eugene’s 2013 Consumption-based Emissions were 2.77 Million
MTCO2e, more than 2.5 times greater than Eugene’s local emissions.
Eugene’s only consumption-based inventory was completed using
2013 data, so that is the year used throughout this section.
Figure 14 compares Eugene’s past emissions, business as usual
forecast and the CRO emissions reduction goal using consumptionbased emissions. The green dot shows Eugene’s 2013 consumptionbased emissions were 2.77 MT CO2e. The dashed light blue line
shows Eugene’s business as usual (BAU) forecast, or Eugene’s
forecasted emissions if the community does nothing to address
climate change. Emissions are expected to rise to 3.13 Million
MTCO2e by 2030 the dashed dark blue line shows the CRO goal.
Emissions need to decline from 2.77 Million MT CO2e to 720,000 MT
CO2e by 2030 to achieve the CRO goal. That’s a reduction of about
2.4 Million MT CO2e annually.

Emissions need to
decline from 2.77
Million MT CO2e to
720,000 MT CO2e by
2030 to achieve
the CRO goal. That’s
a reduction of about
2.4 Million MT CO2e
annually .
Eugene’s 2013
Consumption-based
Emissions were 2.77
Million MTCO2e, more
than 2.5 times
greater than Eugene’s
local emissions.
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FIGURE 15

Figure 15 shows the pathway to achieving the consumption-based CRO goal. The red wedge shows
the combined measured emissions reduction contributions from ECC Partners. Altogether, those
actions are forecasted to reduce emissions by 485,000 MT CO₂e by 2030. The yellow wedge shows
the emissions reduction impact of the Paris Accord. The Paris Accord is an agreement to substantially decrease emissions and limit global temperature rise, initially adopted by 195 nations in 2015. If
all countries committed to the Paris Accord achieve reductions, Eugene’s consumption-based emissions are forecasted to be reduced by 270,000 MT CO₂e. The green wedge shows that further action
will be needed to achieve the Eugene’s consumption-based CRO goal.

Further Action to Reduce ConsumptionBased Emissions

As a part of the CAP2.0 process, the City researched many potential
actions to address consumption-based emissions. Those actions can
be summarized into local and imported emissions components.
Eugene’s CAP2.0, like most Community Climate Action Plans, focused
on Sector-based emissions (local emissions) – represented by the
yellow and black horizontal bars Figure 16. The blue bars represent
emissions from the production and transport of imported goods and
services consumed in Eugene; the emissions produced elsewhere
to serve the community. The yellow bars represent emissions
from the use of the product, which are local. The black bars show
emissions from disposal of the product which is also local. Products
with relatively long blue bars show products with emissions that are
largely not accounted for in Eugene’s sector-based inventory.
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The food and beverages
consumed in Eugene represent the largest source
(16%) of community consumption-based emissions.
The overwhelming majority
of these emissions are
generated during food production, processing, transport, and retail – not in the
disposal of food waste.
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FIGURE 16

Figure 16: Eugene’s Consumption-Based Emissions by Product Type

Addressing Consumption-Based Emissions

Start with Sector-Based Emissions (Local Emissions)
Nearly all sector-based (local) emissions are included in the
consumption-based (local + imported) emissions calculation.
Additional sector-based emissions reductions not included in
figure 15 are the Identified Contributions Beyond the Measured
Contributions from Chapter 4. Those include:
• Northwest Natural Franchise and Climate Agreement
• State and Federal Action
• Carbon Offsets

Focus on Imported
Emissions
Addressing imported
emissions, the other half of the
consumption-based emissions
equation. The City of Eugene
received a grant from the Oregon
Department of Environmental
Quality (ODEQ) in 2018 to better
understand the greatest sources
of imported emissions and how

over time, Eugene may be able
to track progress in reducing
these emissions. The full report is
available in appendix 8.
Eugene took a close look at food,
concrete, asphalt, and general
construction materials, and
consumer goods through the
grant process to identify actions
that could reduce more of the
community’s consumption-based
emissions.

Food

The food and beverages
consumed in Eugene represent
the largest source (16%) of
community consumption-based
emissions. The overwhelming
majority of these emissions
are generated during food
production, processing,
transport, and retail – not in the
disposal of food waste. Upstream
emissions from imported food
- during production, transport
and retail – can seem like
they are largely outside of the
community’s direct control,
but there are several highleverage intervention points
to significantly reduce foodrelated emissions. These include
preventing the wasting of food
and shifting from high-carbon
to low-carbon food types. As a
nation, we waste approximately
40% of all food. If we could
eliminate that waste, we could
reduce.
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Concrete and Asphalt
Construction materials
consumed in Eugene represent
about 10% of Eugene’s
community consumption-based
emissions. Building materials, as
a group, are one of the largest
materials categories to flow
through Oregon’s economy and
communities. The overwhelming
majority of these emissions
are generated during the
production of Portland cement
and asphalt binder (bitumen).
These materials are energy
intensive to produce and release
process GHGs during production.
The reduction in the use of the
binders through substitutions
and recycling of industrial wastes
such as fly ash from historic
coal power generation and slag
from steel production offer
great potential to mitigate these
emissions.

Consumer Goods –
Repair, Reuse, and
Lifespan Extension
Consumption of consumer goods
in Eugene represents about 13%
of Eugene’s community
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consumption-based emissions.
Consumer goods include product
categories such as furniture,
clothing, electronics, appliances,
and a variety of other goods.
The overwhelming majority of
these emissions are generated
during production, transport, and
retail – and not in the disposal
of consumer goods. Upstream
emissions from imported
consumer goods – during
production, transport and retail
– can seem like they are largely
outside of the community’s
direct control, but there are
high-leverage intervention
points to significantly reduce
related emissions. These include
community education around
the benefits of repair and reuse
of consumer goods, hosting Fix-It
Fair events, supporting lending
libraries like the ToolBox Project,
and supporting local thrift
businesses. Buying a durable,
used object is always best, but
sharing and buying new durable
and repairable objects is also a
good path toward reductions.

with the ToolBox Project to
help consumers repair goods
and instruct participants how
to make their own repairs. Fix
It Fairs help consumers avoid
purchasing more goods. Repair
services are available for a
variety of products, including
small appliances such as lamps
and toasters, tools, clothing and
textiles, small electronics, home
and garden tools, furniture, and
toys.

Consumption Actions
City of Eugene Actions

Action C3 COE will continue
to develop a comprehensive
waste and consumption public
educational campaign touching
on topics such as recycling,

Action C1 COE will continue to
host Fix It Fairs in partnership

Action C2 COE will continue
to develop and improve
GHG tracking and reporting
in the Capital Improvement
Program (CIP), which was first
incorporated in 2019. The goal of
this action is to provide decisionmakers with quality information
about the GHG impact of
material and design choices so
that they can better incorporate
considerations about the impact
of climate change into the
decision-making process. The CIP
is updated every two years.

Action C4 By early 2022, COE
to determine most effective
policy and program pathway(s)
to require construction and
demolition waste materials to be
sorted for reusable or recyclable
materials.
Action C5 COE will investigate
the increased use of substitute
supplementary cementitious
materials (SCMs) for Portland
cement in all capital construction
projects and provide a target
level of use by 2021
Action C6 COE to continue to use
50% supplementary cementitious
materials (SCMs) on in-place
reclamation projects and will
commit to evaluating increased
standard SCM content.
Action C7 COE to continue to
specify the materials to be used
and not used in contractor
proposals for construction
products that include concrete
and asphalt. COE to explore the
use of Environmental Product
Declarations (EPDs) and other

Supplementary
cementitious materials
(SCMs) are industrial

by-products that would
otherwise be landfilled
and may be used as an
alternative to Portland
cement in concrete mixes.
Experts continue to evaluate
the strength and hardening
properties of SCMs as they
differ from the well-known
Portland cement material.

reporting mechanism with the
end goal of documenting and
verifying the environmental
benefits of products used in
concrete and asphalt mixes.

Eugene Climate
Collaborative Actions
Action C8 4J is shifting to a selfoperated student meal service
that will explore food purchasing
options to develop relationships
with local food suppliers, farms,
and services. The program seeks
to find creative ways to allow
families and children meet their
nutritional needs while reducing
waste and reducing carbon
intense foods with a wide variety
of options.
Action C9 Bethel works with
the Farm to School program
and is a leader in providing
locally-sourced fresh fruit and
vegetables in its school meals.
Bethel School District also
operates the Bethel Farm, a
working farm that serves as an
outdoor classroom while raising
produce for school meals and
local food pantries.
Action C10 Lane County Waste
Management program provides
multiple recycling and reuse
opportunities for a variety of
products including paper, glass,
cardboard, metals, motor oil,
some plastics, yard waste, and
construction and demolition
waste.
Action C11 PeaceHealth
is updating food service
requirements so that all paper,
Styrofoam and plastic products
will be replaced with 100%
compostable, plant-based

disposable items at their food
services sites at both Sacred
Heart Medical Center campuses.
This includes all utensils, plates,
cups and the dome lids used for
to-go coffee. They also selected a
local coffee vendor.
Action C12 Lane Community
College has implemented
a sustainable procurement
initiative that includes the
development and adoption of a
sustainable purchasing policy in
alignment with LEED for Existing
Building guidelines from the
USGBC for the Florence Center
by the year 2021. Sustainable
Purchasing Policies for other LCC
Satellite centers will follow until a
college-wide policy is adopted.

State and Federal Actions
Action C13 COE to investigate
the legal authority to incentivize
the construction of smaller
residential units by levying a
building permit fee to account for
lifecycle carbon emissions at the
state level.
Action C14 COE to lobby for new
Extended Producer Responsibility
(EPR) legislation at state and
federal level. The Oregon Bottle
Bill, Paint Stewardship, and
Oregon E-Cycles are all examples
of successful EPR style legislation.
Action C15 COE will support
changes to state building codes
to allow for greater use of reused
materials in building construction
and incentives for adaptive reuse
of existing buildings.
Action C16 COE to support “Right
to Repair” legislation through
state and federal lobbying.
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food waste and low-impact
consumption practices.
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7 : Climate Resiliency
As greenhouse gases accumulate worldwide and trap more heat in
the atmosphere and, global climate patterns will change conditions
in Eugene and elsewhere. This section focuses on how our
community will become more resilient to the rising temperatures,
reduced snowpack, reduced summer stream flows and algal blooms,
increased wildfire and related smoke events, increasing intensity in
storm events and flooding and changing disease and mental health
patterns.
National research and local experience have shown that the effects
of climate change tend to disproportionately impact marginalized
communities such as communities of color, the elderly, low-income
communities, and people experiencing disabilities. Resilience to
climate change stands as the greatest area of concern for the Equity
Panel and resulted in the most recommendations.
The City of Eugene and its ECC Partners have already put in
place many effective strategies to help our community become
more resilient to the changing climate. The actions that the ECC
has committed to implementing will increase the resilience and
adaptability of all people living in Eugene, continuing efforts to create
a more equitable, livable community into the future.

Guiding Plans and Policies
The Eugene-Springfield Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan (NHMP)
in partnership with the City of Springfield, Oregon, EWEB, Rainbow
Water District, and the Springfield Utility Board (SUB). An update to
the NHMP is expected to be completed in 2020 and is scheduled
to be updated again in 2025. Actions R1-R8 provide link back to the
NHMP. This is not an exhaustive list of items in the NHMP that will
help Eugene achieve its climate goals, but rather a sample of the
types of actions that will be needed to help the community adapt to
the impacts of climate change.
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City of Eugene Actions
Natural Hazard’s Mitigation
Plan
Action R1 COE to pursue a
water reuse partnership with
MWMC as part of the community
effort to prepare for drought.
Demonstrations are expected
to begin in 2022. MWMC will
add facilities to the wastewater
treatment plant to produce
the first ever stream of Class
A recycled water - the highest
quality recycled water class in
Oregon, suitable for all water
uses except drinking. Initial
uses will include local sand and
gravel operations, City street tree
watering, and 100% of landscape
irrigation at the wastewater
plant.
Action R2 COE to research and
incorporate extreme weather
safety awareness into the Cities’
public outreach program by
2023.
Action R3 COE to actively seek
funding to update the EugeneSpringfield floodplain maps by
2030 focusing on the Willamette
River through Eugene and the
Mill Race, Willamette River
through Glenwood, and the 42nd
Street Levee Seclusion Zone in
Springfield.
Action R4 COE to evaluate
stormwater design standards
taking into consideration climate
change modeling by 2022. It is
known climate change will affect
our weather. Rain is expected
to become less frequent, but
with more intense showers. This
is expected to change flooding
traditionally seen in this area and
tax the local stormwater system
even further.
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Action R5 COE to update the
Eugene-Springfield WildlifeUrban Interface (WUI) plan and
address access routes by 2025.
Action R6 COE to utilize relevant
vulnerable populations maps,
developed for the Lane Livability
Consortium, develop an outreach
plan to engage vulnerable
populations to be two weeks
ready with emergency supplies
by 2023.
Action R7 COE to continue
to sponsor the Community
Emergency Response Team
(CERT) training to citizens
within the Eugene/Springfield
metropolitan area. CERT trains
citizens to be prepared to
respond to emergency situations
within their communities.
Action R8 COE Parks and Open
Space is developing a water
conservation and drought
management plan. COE Parks
and Open Space maintains
a Salmon Safe Certification,
including implementing
recommendations from the
certification which help link land
management practices with the
protection of water quality and
imperiled native fish.
Action R9 COE to implement
the Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan, a policy guide
to help protect public health and
safety, enhance fish and wildlife
habitat, and reduce the risk of
flooding.
Action R10 COE to use Oregon
Department of Geology and
Mineral Industries (DOGAMI)
landslide maps to guide planning
efforts including the Urban
Reserves Project. The maps for

the Eugene-Springfield area were
last updated in 2018.

Urban Forestry
Action R11 COE to increase
average city-wide urban tree
canopy to 30%, the ideal for a
community our size. Eugene
currently has ~23% average tree
canopy cover. Despite a steady
decline over the last decade, the
trend can be reversed with a
focused replanting investment,
infill program, stronger tree
preservation and more tree
planting on both public and
private property. Increase canopy
coverage by 3% in years 1-5
and 7% in years 5-10. Monitor
progress annually.
Action R12 COE to track and
work to maximize Ecosystem
Services benefits of the urban
forest. Establish baselines
in 2020. Annually assess
performance utilizing inventory
and remote sensing data and
tools such as i-Tree and Canopy
Analytics to capture incremental
progress, trends and outcomes
after 10-years. Report on an
annual basis to ensure the
replacement of trees with future
proof varieties that will thrive
under the new conditions.
Action R13 COE to develop
an updated Urban Forest
Management Plan that
clearly identifies the baseline
conditions and trends, future
goals, timelines, roles and
responsibilities for different
stakeholders, and general
performance measures. Plan
implementation will begin by July
2021.
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Action R14 In 2019, COE was
on a 15-year pruning cycle
pace. Maximize the health
of maturestreet trees and
minimize loss by solidifying
a best management practice
10-year pruning cycle by 2025
and maintaining it as canopy
coverage increases. Create
a dashboard that tracks
performance in real time.
Action R15 Build on the
momentum of the successful
2,021 for 2021 tree planting
initiative by establishing a longterm regional collaboration
and community engagement
campaign to encourage planting
on private property, including an
annual tree give away.
Action R16 Ensure the health of
newly planted public trees by

enhancing soil standards and
including biochar specifications
in all public tree planting and
Green Infrastructure projects
by 2022. Establish baseline
and monitor health of newly
planted trees throughout the
establishment period to measure
success.

Eugene Climate
Collaborative Actions

Action R17 UO’s Partnership
for Disaster Resilience (OPDR)
provides natural hazard planning
assistance to communities
statewide. The Program’s
mission is to create a disaster
resilient state. OPDR utilizes
a service-learning model to
provide natural hazard planning
assistance to communities
throughout Oregon. The

program demonstrates how
increased communication,
coordination and collaboration
between diverse partners can
assist communities in reducing
their risk from natural hazards.
Action R18 Lane County
Public Health continues to lead
the community in infectious
disease surveillance, tracking
communicable disease outbreaks
and managing the response.
Action R19 PeaceHealth
providing Incident Command
System training sessions to
increase the community’s ability
to respond in an emergency.
Action R20 EWEB is installing
emergency water stations at
schools and public spaces
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FOCUS SECTION

Managing Eugene’s Urban Forest
to Help Fight Climate Change
Thanks to the broad spectrum of benefits and ecosystem services
that trees provide in a municipal setting, urban forests are widely
regarded as critical infrastructure and an essential tool in the battle
against climate change. Eugene’s urban forest can assist with both
climate mitigation and adaption efforts, and can address many of the
underlying causes and unwelcome effects of a changing climate.
Eugene’s trees and green infrastructure make us more resilient as
individuals and a community by:
• playing a primary role in maintaining water, soil and air quality
• buffering extreme summertime temperatures, urban noise, and
flooding
• providing essential neighborhood character and wildlife habitat
• helping make our city vibrant and more conducive to active
transport and social interaction
While our urban forest is a formidable tool for dealing with the
causes and consequences of climate change, it is not immune to the
threats of a changing climate:
• extended droughts and flooding
• severe wind/ice/snowstorms
• extreme temperatures
• increasing number of exotic pests and pathogens
• development pressure from a growing population
• catastrophic wildfires
Roughly 75% of Eugene’s urban forest is on privately owned land.
As such, ensuring our urban forest remains healthy and its benefits
are maximized, will require a proactive, collaborative and holistic
approach within our entire region. Together we can engage our
communities through a clear plan, dedicated resources, and
active involvement from all stakeholders (government, academic
institutions, NGOs, businesses and property owners).
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Urban Trees
The Great Equalizer
The ecosystem services
offered by the urban
forest can help offset
the disproportionate
impact of climate
change on vulnerable
and marginalized
populations. Tools such
as Canopy Analytics help
City leaders identify the
intersection of social
justice, environmental
considerations and
economic prosperity in
planning for our City’s
future.
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around the region, with a goal to
have at least five stations around
the community. There are three
stations that are operational and
two more that are now under
development with completion
slated for the end of 2020. A new
site on City property in south
Eugene is now under exploration
as a potential sixth emergency
water station.
Action R21 MWMC partnership
with EWEB in Pure Water
Partners program, a new
initiative designed to reward
landowners who protect high
quality land along the McKenzie
River. The program assists
EWEB in protecting water quality
and helps avoid future water
treatment costs.
Action R22 Lane County offers
the Firewise Incentive Program to
help landowners increase

defensible space around
structures. Residents who own a
home in rural Lane County that
is at risk to wildfire can apply
for grants to help increase the
survivability of their homes in the
event of a wildfire.
Action R23 Lane County
adjusting the floodplain
management program to reflect
changes in climate and effects of
flooding.

State and Federal Action
Action R24 COE supports
measures that protect or
improve surface water and
groundwater quality, including
potential drinking water sources.

Wildland Urban
Interface Project
Demonstrates
Cooperative Approach
This successful pilot project
was a regional collaboration
focused on community
education and engagement,
wildfire fuels reduction,
ecological restoration
and green workforce
development. This pilot
initiative can be expanded
into a regional approach in
the coming decade.

Action R25 COE supports
funding, programs, and land use
planning tools that protect native
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ecosystems, preserve intact
habitats for migratory species,
and protect against invasive
species.
Action R26 Eugene supports
continuation of funding for
the implementation of placebased water resources planning
projects by the Oregon Water
Resources Board and its
implementing partners.
Action R27 Eugene supports
appropriate limitations on fill
and/or removal of wetlands.
Action R28 Eugene supports
funding for constructing,
maintaining, evaluating and
renovating “green” stormwater
infrastructure such as bioswales,
green roofs and porous
pavement.
Action R29 Eugene supports
a science-based approach
to waterway and wetland
protections under the federal
Clean Water Act and related state
statutes.
Action R30 Eugene supports
practical exclusions from
regulation under the federal
Clean Water Act and any related
state statutes for constructed
green infrastructure stormwater
management facilities.
Action R31 Eugene supports
initiatives that assist designated
management agencies in
meeting their TMDL obligations
related to temperature, bacteria,
turbidity, and mercury.
Action R32 Eugene supports
measures that facilitate
economical and environmentally
sound practices for managing
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wastewater and stormwater
infrastructure, including
maintaining minimum flows
to protect infrastructure and
reduce the risk of corrosive gas
formation.
Action R33 Eugene supports
funding and programs to
implement measures identified
in the regional Natural Hazards
Mitigation Plan such as street
tree planting programs,
enhanced fuels reduction
programs, restoration of riparian
systems and other efforts to
reduce the impact of flood, fires,
landslides, and extreme storm
events.

Equity Panel
Recommendations

Access to Electricity
Recommendation E12 Provide
cooling stations and charging
stations for unhoused people
and people who need electricity
to operate health care and
disability-related equipment, as
well as people with conditions
such as multiple sclerosis and
nerve disorders.
Recommendation E13 Ensure
that people who need power
wheelchairs for mobility,
refrigeration of medicines,
hearing aids, and screen
reading software have access
to electricity if the power grid is
compromised.

Fire and Health Safety
Recommendation E14 COE
prepares itself for emergencies
by considering how low-income
communities will not be able to

pay for unexpected emergency
services such as private fire
fighters if local fire stations
are not prepared for increased
summer fires.
Recommendation E15 Locate
emergency stations where food,
water and medical equipment
will be accessible.
Recommendation E16 As heat
and fires increase, provide
access to asthma and other lung
related medicines for people with
compromised lungs.
Recommendation E17 Put in
place fire and flooding drills in
schools.

Mental and Public
Health
Recommendation E18 Train
first responders to better serve
people on the autism spectrum
and mental health diagnoses,
including PTSD, chronic anxiety,
chronic depression, and panic
attacks during emergencies.
Recommendation E19 Train first
responders on how to address
concerns of communities who
have been negatively impacted
by police and other government
agencies historically, such
as migrants, Black, Native,
Pacific Islander, low income,
undocumented, unhoused,
LGBTQ+ communities. First
responders must have protocols
using trauma-informed practices
to name and address people’s
fears with respect to the state to
be effective in an emergency.
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Recommendation E20 Provide
incentives for Psychological First
Aid trainings for first responders
and other public officials mindful
of deploying them for natural
disasters. Ask ECC Partners, such
as the universities, to provide
trainings for their employees and
general public.

equally accessible areas with
drought- resistant Native plants.

Recommendation E21 Support
and foster accessible mental
health services for underserved
communities.

Recommendation E26 Provide
incentives and education for
people to create rain and
stormwater gardens at home.

Food and Shelter
Recommendation E22 Establish
a citywide protocol to support
organizations that deliver food
to low income communities in an
emergency, such as snowstorm.
Make sure food supplies are are
accessible to those who need it
most.
Recommendation E23 Create
edible forests in public and

Recommendation E24 Ensure
survival of Native food sources.
Recommendation E25 Build
rain and stormwater gardens in
public.

Recommendation E27 EWEB
provides garden education to
underserved communities with a
focus on water conservation.

Communication
Recommendation E28 Train
multilingual first responders.
Have information available in
multiple languages, including
Spanish, Mandarin, ASL, and
other pertinent languages in the
city.

Recommendation E29 In the
event of an emergency, activate a
network of community advocates
to share information within
underserved communities.
Recommendation E30 Create
a confidential list that lets
first responders know which
households must be contacted
or visited during an emergency
because inhabitants’ health and
capacity to receive information
has been compromised due to
failed power grid.

Transit
Recommendation E31 In the
case of an evacuation, develop
protocol to move and support
all those who are dependent
on public transit, have limited
mobility, and do not have driver
licenses.
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Section 3

Building Our Community Capacity

Eugene grew its community capacity to address climate change in new
ways through the CAP2.0 process. The Equity Panel, which brought together
representatives from six organizations that work with marginalized communities,
made recommendations and provided input on specific policy. The Eugene Climate
Collaborative brought together local government entities, educational institutions,
the Chamber of Commerce, public and private utilities, and other systems-level
organizations that have significant oversight and impact on community-wide
fossil fuel use and emissions, or have the ability to affect or alter systems that will
enable the community to adapt and prepare for climate change. The Mayor’s CRO
Ad Hoc Work Group brought together voices from across the community to guide
and shape the planning process. The sections that follow share how each group
was engaged in the process, including some of their recommendations. It ends
with ways everyone can get involved through individual actions and community
engagement opportunities.

8 : Equity Panel
Representatives from six community organizations came together to
provide input and recommendations for the CAP2.0. Outreach and
Education Recommendations are included here, while Equity Panel
Recommendations about each bucket are throughout the document.
National research and local experience show that the impacts of
climate change tend to disproportionately impact marginalized
communities, including indigenous peoples, communities of color,
low-income communities, the elderly, and people experiencing
disabilities. As people experience more than one of these identities,
the impacts are compounded. The Equity Panel was convened
in order to capture and elevate the concerns of marginalized
communities as they relate to the CAP2.0.
Staff selected six organizations to participate on the panel:
Sapsik’wałá, Huerto de la Familia, Eugene Springfield NAACP, Lane
Independent Living Alliance, Food for Lane County, and National
Alliance on Mental Illness Lane County. Each organization chose their
own representative. The only requirement of the Panel members was
to be an expert on their own lived experience and/or the experiences
of those served by their organizations.
The Equity Panel met 10 times between January and June 2019. They
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created an equity lens,
recommendations for the
CAP2.0 and recommendations
for outreach and education.
Most of the Equity Panel
Recommendations are
included in previous sections
of the document. The
recommendations regarding
outreach and education are
included in this chapter.
Recommendation E32 Develop
practices to engage Tribal
Traditional Ecological Knowledge
(TEK) in decision-making about
land and water use. Engage TEK
with the free, prior and informed
consent of the knowledge
holders.
Recommendation E33 Create a
standing Climate Change Equity
Advisory Committee that consults
the people they represent when
policies on climate change
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come up in COE. Remuneration
provided for time commitment.
Recommendation E34 Host
public hearings in multiple
locations that increase access to
information to working peoples.
Recommendation E35 Create
a database of networks and
information for appropriate
inclusive outreach.
Recommendation E36 Create
climate change education for
public schools on mitigation and
adaptation.
Recommendation E37 Provide
award and monetary incentives
for organizations working
primarily with low income
communities, migrants,
communities of color, and people
with disabilities on mitigation and
adaptation to climate change.

Recommendation E38 Develop
strong partnerships between
the City and organizations on
specific projects that benefit
frontline communities impacted
by climate change. For instance,
making city land accessible for
migrant garden education.
Recommendation E39 Hire
and train advocates and leaders
from underserved communities
who will serve as ambassadors
that provide education on the
city’s decision-making processes,
how to provide input to or
make demands of city council
and climate change and related
practices at the individual and
collective levels.
Recommendation E40 Dedicate
a staff person at the City (with
training and community-based
experience and connections)

to build trust with members
of vulnerable communities on
issues of climate change-not
relying on small, under-staffed
and underfunded organizations
to do outreach work for the
city; and/or increase capacity of
organizations to do the outreach
work through allocated funding.
Recommendation E41 Since
Neighborhood Associations are
often spaces where people of
color and low-income people
do not feel welcomed, foster
other avenues for community
involvement. Community
advocates from underserved
communities to represent the
needs of their communities in
political processes and lead
community-based emergency
response. Activate schools as
meeting sites in an emergency or
a place to share information with
community members.
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9 : Eugene Climate
Collaborative

The CAP2.0 process initially focused on engagement with the Eugene
Climate Collaborative Partners. By starting with the engagement of
systems level actors like the ECC, the CAP2.0 lays the foundation to
make it easier for everyone - individuals, households, businesses,
and other organizations - to take actions that support the CRO goals.
The CAP2.0 process initially focused on engagement with the
Eugene Climate Collaborative Partners (formerly the Large Lever
Shareholders or LLS Partners). The ECC partners are specifically
defined as organizations who have significant oversight and impact
on community-wide fossil fuel use and ghgs or have the ability to
effect or alter systems that will enable the community to adapt and
prepare for climate change. The project started by engaging the ECC
to understand what high impact practices and system level changes
were happening or planned for the next 5-10 years.
By starting with the engagement of systems level actors like the
ECC, the CAP2.0 lays the foundation to make it easier for everyone
- individuals, households, businesses, and other organizations - to
take actions that support the CRO goals. For example, by investing
in transit infrastructure and services, as well as active modes of
transportation, it is more likely that community members will choose
lower carbon transportation options.
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2020

Moving forward, the City of Eugene will to continue to coordinate and
engage the Eugene Climate Collaborative to advance the identified
climate actions within this plan and future climate and equity actions.
The ECC includes organizations with significant responsibilities and
resources to advance the community’s climate work around all
the topics included in the CAP2.0. The ECC model will help these
organizations find ways to move the community’s climate work

CAP2.0
Eugene Climate
Collaborative
Partners
• City of Eugene
• Lane County
• Bethel School District
• Eugene 4J School District
• Lane Community College
• University of Oregon
• Lane Transit District
• Eugene Water and Electric
Board
• Metropolitan Wastewater
Management
Commission
• Northwest Natural
• PeaceHealth
• Eugene Area Chamber of
Commerce
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The impacts of the higher education system are far reaching and
vital to Eugene’s future. Each year thousands of students take part
in learning about and performing research to mitigate the impacts
of climate change at the University of Oregon and Lane Community
College. The impacts on emission reduction are difficult to quantify
but are one of the greatest contributions to the community’s efforts
to address emissions, equity, and resilience. This section highlights
some of the people and programs at these two institutions.

Lane Community College –
Ongoing Climate Action and
Education
Sustainability Coordinator –
Associate of Applied Science
The Sustainability Coordinator
Associate of Applied Science
Program is an interdisciplinary
degree that provides careertechnical training for emerging
sustainability professionals,
the first program of its kind in
the nation. Unlike traditional,
discipline-specific degrees, this
degree draws its interconnected
content from across the
curriculum. Students build
sustainability knowledge and
professional skills through a
diverse program of courses and
internships.
Knowledge and skills include
science and systems thinking
including ecology, atmospheric
science, and climate change;
social and political science
including health, environmental
economics, and social
movements; technical knowledge
including recycling and green
buildings; communication skills
including writing, speaking,
and consensus-building; and
administrative skills including

data collection and report
writing.
Energy Management –
Associate of Applied Science
(Online)

The Energy Management
Associate of Applied Science
program prepares students in
the strategic evaluation of energy
use for commercial facilities.
Lane Community College was
the first in the United States to
offer a college degree in Energy
Management.
Water Conservation Technician
– Associate of Applied Science
(Online)

The Water Conservation
Technician Associate of
Applied Science program
prepares students to evaluate
water use patterns; develop,
implement, market and maintain
conservation programs; perform
public outreach; recommend
water efficiency techniques;
integrate alternative water
sources, and perform systems
analysis to solve problems.
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Focus Section :
Educating for the Climate

CAP2.0 SECTION 3

University of Oregon
Mary Christina Wood –
Professor in the School of Law
Professor Wood founded
and directs the top-ranked
Environmental and Natural
Resources Law Center. She is
the creator of the “Atmospheric
Trust Litigation,” which builds
on the centuries-old Public Trust
doctrine to argue that citizens
have a right to a livable planet,
that the climate itself is a public
trust. This work is at the heart
of the Juliana vs. US lawsuit
currently under review in federal
court.
Marc Schlossberg – Professor
in the School of Planning,
Public Policy and Management
Professor Schlossberg
researches how to make cities
more conducive to walking,
biking, and other means of
sustainable transportation.
He also helms the Sustainable
Cities Institute, an applied
think-tank that supports
regional, metropolitan clients
in envisioning increased
sustainability in their city through
student work projects.

Erin E. Moore – Associate
Professor in the College of
Design’s School of Architecture
and and the Environmental
Studies Program
Professor Moore researches
the life cycle impacts of building
construction and how buildings
reflect and construct human
understandings of nature. She
also studies how buildings can
be designed specifically for an
intended ecological context.
Her most recent work focuses
explicitly on climate change and
how buildings consume fossil
fuels and can also contribute to
carbon sequestration.
Stephanie LeMenager –
Professor of English and
Environmental Studies
Professor LeMenager
co-leads the Center for
Environmental Futures, which
is an interdisciplinary collective
of faculty and students
focused on the intersection of
environmentalism and social
justice. Her research focuses on
the place of the human in the era
of climate change, both looking
at the historical and cultural
contexts leading to the present

crisis and also considering what
the future may bring and mean
for humanity.

Science and Memory Project
– School of Journalism and
Communications
Lead faculty: Mark Blaine,
Torsten Kjellstrand, Deborah
Morrison, and Dan Morrison
The Science and Memory Project
trains students in how to convey
the complex story of climate
change in compelling multimedia digital narratives. Students
have visited Alaska, Ghana, and
the Oregon Coast, learning about
the impacts of climate change in
the area and the science behind
it, before creating projects that
convey that complicated story to
a general audience.
Shannon Boettcher – Associate
Professor in Chemistry and
Biochemistry
Professor Boettcher’s research
focuses on “developing inorganic
materials for solar energy
conversion and storage.” The
goal is to make solar energy
efficient and scalable as part of a
necessary transition away from
fossil fuels.
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10: Mayor’s Climate
Recovery Ordinance
Ad Hoc Work Group
The Mayor’s Climate Recovery Ordinance Ad Hoc Work Group opened
and closed the CAP2.0 planning process. The Work Group helped
write the CAP2.0 project plan and also provided recommendations
for final revisions, including a list of ideas for potential future actions.
Eugene Mayor Kitty Piercy called for the creation of the Mayor’s
Climate Recovery Ordinance Ad Hoc Work Group during her last
year in office and incoming Mayor Lucy Vinis advanced the Work
Group in 2017. The Work Group brought together a diverse set of
stakeholders, including youth voices, business, non-profits, and
public sector leaders. This group set a vision for the CAP2.0 to be
the roadmap of actions the community will take over the next 5-10
years to help Eugene reach the community climate goals in the CRO.
Several work group members were veterans of previous city-wide
policy efforts and directed the project team to not create something
new, but focus on developing an integrated approach that built on
existing policies and plans, drawing connections between climate
with topics like housing, transportation, equity and resiliency.
In February 2020, the City reconvened the Mayor’s CRO Ad Hoc Work
Group to provide recommendations for revisions to the first draft
CAP2.0, provide input on new action ideas from the community, and
provide recommendations on broad community engagement.
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Community Ideas for Potential Actions
A core theme that emerged from the 2020 Mayor’s CRO Ad Hoc Work
Group was the need for more actions to be included in the CAP2.0
to help reach the CRO goals. In April 2020, the City collected ideas
for new actions via an online survey on Engage Eugene. More than
300 ideas were contributed through the survey. Those responses
are summarized in the of 75 ideas below. These are ideas from
community members, and they have not been vetted by the Work
Group nor the City. The ideas are sorted into categories that align
with the buckets seen throughout this CAP2.0 document. For the
most part, these represent new ideas not already included in the
CAP2.0.

The purpose of this list is to provide a source of ideas for potential
actions to address the climate emergency. These ideas differ from
the actions in chapters 5,6, and 7 in that community partners have
not committed to implementing them. Before choosing to implement
any of these ideas, ECC or other community partners will need to
conduct research and should consider a triple bottom line analysis by
addressing questions like:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Will the proposed ideas help the community reduce emissions,
fossil fuel use, or adapt to climate change? If so, by how much?
Will the proposed ideas advance social equity and environmental
justice in our community?
What is the economic impact of the proposed idea? Are there
additional co-benefits?
Are there legal constraints that might prohibit or modify the
action?
Does the community partner have the authority to implement the
proposed idea?
Which community partner could lead this effort and which
community partners could support the idea?
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The list of ideas below
consolidates and summarizes
multiple ideas from the survey.
The language used here reflects
the understanding that when
community partners consider
these ideas it is important that
they should consider the full
spectrum of implementation
options from voluntary
participation to incentives to
regulation where necessary.
Language like “find ways to
encourage, incentivize, or
regulate” signals that there’s
more than one pathway
that could be considered to
implement the idea.
The ideas are divided into six
categories: Transportation,
Building Energy, Fugitive
Emissions, Consumption,
Resiliency, and Additional Ideas.
Full details on community input
in each category can be found in
Appendix 11.
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Transportation Ideas
TSP, Active Transportation,
and Transit Ideas
1. Accelerate implementation
of the TSP. Prioritize the
implementation of the
pedestrian and bicycle projects.
2. Using a variety of policies,
programming, and approaches,
increase active transportation
and decrease car use. Strategies
include incentivizing 100% of all
k-12 student commuting using
active transportation; providing
incentives to those who bike,
walk, and use public transit;
using Transportation Options
Programs like SmartTrips to
encourage active transit; creating
10-minute neighborhoods;
creating and implementing
an active transportation plan;
developing a mass marketing
campaign; and significantly
increasing funding.
3. Develop city-wide policies and
programs to enable Autonomous

Vehicles that support reductions
in Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT)
and GHG emissions.
4. Promote and incentivize
bike and electric bike use and
ownership. Provide secure public
charging stations or advocate for
rebate programs to enable e-bike
purchases. Use smaller electricassist bicycles and cargo bikes
for City staff.
5. Address bike security
issues. Investigate the police
department’s use of the Bike
Index registry. Incentivize or
consider regulation so that
secure and covered bike parking
is provided near the entrance of
all public buildings and for new
construction. Create a fund to
help people who have had their
bike stolen purchase another
one. Work with bike shops to
develop a system to register
bikes when sold or brought in for
repair.

6. Improve active transit safety.
Strategies include dedicating a
grid of streets to bicycles and
pedestrians only; eliminate
fatalities and serious lifechanging injuries from traffic
collisions for all road users,
in alignment with the City’s
Vision Zero Plan; improve
security lighting on shared
paths; increasing the number of
protected bike lanes; increasing
the number of striped bike
crossings that connect bike
pathways.
7. Install more bike parking
infrastructure in public spaces
and in partnership with business.
Work with businesses to find
ways to encourage or incentivize
large employers to have secure
bike parking and shower facilities
for bike commuters. Consider
regulation to promote this type
of action and policy.
8. Reduce vehicle use and
encourage and incentivize
community members to give up,
or significantly reduce the use of,
their cars. Provide a tax credit or
other financial incentive to trade
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in any car for, or to purchase,
an electric assist bicycle, tricycle,
or other electric micro-mobility
transportation device, similar to
those for electric vehicles.
9. Support transportation sharing
programs for scooters, bikes
and EVs. Offer a free bikeshare
program.
10. Investigate how to overcome
barriers to increasing ridership
on LTD buses, including lowincome vouchers and eliminating
all fares.

Compact Development Ideas
11. Emphasize and increase
density and transit-oriented
development in planning
and economic development
strategies. Strategies include
encouraging growth along transit
corridors, modifying zoning to
encourage compact development
in alignment with Envision
Eugene, increasing minimum
number of units of housing per
acre and allowing taller buildings
downtown.
12. Incentivize construction of
small homes and multifamily
housing by refining land use
polices, reduce or eliminate
lot size requirements and fees
required to build ADUs, and
refining development fees.

Electric Vehicles Ideas
13. Use a variety of incentives,
policies, and programming to
facilitate the 100% switchover
to electric vehicles by 2030, or a
date certain.
14. Regulate gasoline sales and
the sale of internal combustion
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engine vehicles by a certain date.
15. Increase EV charging.
Strategies include increasing
public and private EV charging
infrastructure, especially in
highly visible locations; creating
a dense network of charging
stations; providing rebates for
EV and EV charging system
purchases; lobbying at the state
level to require EV charging
in all new multi-family and
commercial construction and
provide incentives for this type
of charging at the local level until
the state code is changed.
16. Work with dealerships to
increase training to staff on
how to sell EVs and overcome
objections to selling EVs. Find
ways to encourage, regulate, or
incentivize every car dealer lot
to have a minimum number of
electric models available for sale.
17. Work with gas stations to
encourage the installation at
least one EV charger. Consider
regulations if necessary. Work
with gas stations to develop a
plan to offset the emissions from
fossil fuels sold at their business.
18. Increase fees on
transportation practices
that create greenhouse gas
emissions. For example, Increase
the gas tax; work with the state
and Lane County to increase
the vehicle registration fee on
new internal combustion engine
vehicles.

Parking Ideas
19. Adopt a city-wide policy to
deprioritize parking in the City
right-of-way. Eliminate free
parking downtown, including

public and private spaces.
Eliminate monthly parking passes
and make people pay by the
day or hour. Remove on-street
parking for privately-owned
vehicles to create the safe space
for the public good.
20. Explore eliminating car
parking minimum requirements
from the City Code for all or part
of the city and increase bike
parking minimum requirements
in City Code for all business and
housing types.

Delivery Vehicle Ideas
21. Regulate the use of fossil fuel
delivery trucks. Promote the use
of electric cargo bikes.
22. Increase life of roadways
using a variety of methods to
reduce emissions from repaving
or reconstructing roads. Ideas
include consolidating freight and
garbage routes, minimizing turns
on bus routes, planting more
trees to shade road surface.

Airport and Air Travel Ideas
23. Create a campaign in Eugene
to educate people on the impacts
of air travel and to reduce their
air travel. Engage with Travel
Lane County to promote more
local vacations.
24. Explore a surcharge to all
flights from Eugene Airport and
use funds to purchase offsets
or other projects to reduce
emissions. Explore adding a
fee on Transportation Network
Company trips, taxi trips, etc. to
the airport.
25. Engage with airport planners
to address whether or not we
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should pursue the planned
addition of new terminal at EUG
airport which will have a major
impact on future Eugene carbon
emissions. Seriously consider
the environmental and equity
considerations of expansion.
Estimate the emissions impact
of expansion. Use low carbon
concrete as part of airport
expansion.
26. Investigate electric powered
airplanes for shorter regional
flights, or the use of alternative
lower-carbon intensive fuels.

Building Energy Ideas
Building Electrification Ideas
27. Find ways to encourage the
transition from all residential
and commercial appliances and
heating systems to electric over
the next 10-15 years or as

appliances need to be replaced.
Consider options to regulate
this transition to ensure that it
happens. Applies to both owned
properties and rental properties.
Financially support the transition
from natural gas to electricity
with EWEB incentives, grants,
low interest loans for everyone.
Provide additional financial
assistance for low-income
households.
28. Consider options to
incentivize or require 100%
electricity for energy use in
new construction. Provide
information and incentives
to builders to promote the
installation of electric equipment
instead of natural gas equipment
in new construction.
29. Promote rooftop and
community solar programs.

30. Require Home Energy Score
or Commercial Benchmarking
Score for all property sales and
for all rental properties.
31. Address “other fuels” listed
in Eugene’s 2017 Community
Greenhouse Gas Inventory under
the residential and commercial
building categories. These
include fuel oil and propane.

Natural Gas Ideas
32. Regulate the use of natural
gas to encourage alignment with
the CRO, which includes a 50%
reduction by 2030 and a 90%
GHG emissions reduction by
2050.
33. Phase in the use of renewable
natural gas, requiring 80% of all
natural gas to be renewable by
2050. Consider incentives and
penalties if renewable natural
gas targets are not met.
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34. Consider incentives,
subsidies, and regulation of new
natural gas infrastructure and
hook ups in new and existing
buildings. Encourage and
consider requiring natural gas
customers to purchase carbon
offsets to offset the emissions
created from their natural gas
use.
35. Lobby the state to regulate
natural gas in new buildings
through the building code.
36. City of Eugene should
prohibit or severely limit natural
gas in all new City buildings and
major renovations of City-owned
buildings.

Other Building Energy
Ideas

Consumption Ideas

Concrete Ideas

Food Ideas

47. Adopt a policy to use only
low-carbon concrete mix for
all appropriate city uses (both
roads and buildings) unless
there is a compelling extenuating
circumstance.

41. Increase education and
awareness of the City’s
residential and commercial
composting programs.
42. Develop a climate-friendly
food purchasing policy for city
food purchases.
43. Create a system to enable
the large generators of food
waste (e.g., groceries, university
dining halls, hospitals, retirement
communities, and other
institutions that feed large
numbers of people) to get the
wasted food to people/groups
who can use it.

37. Incentivize and/or require
net zero energy in buildings,
including public buildings by
a date certain. Work to revise
building code to align with net
zero energy buildings.

44. Partner with Lane County
and the Oregon Department of
Agriculture to align agricultural
practices with best climate
mitigation practices through
policy and incentives.

38. Establish a clean energy fund
to help pay for weatherization,
solar installation, etc.

45. Promote local food
production including urban
farming. Ideas include moving
ahead with year-round farmers
market and investing in publiclyowned local food production.

Fugitive Emissions Ideas
39. Reduce waste sent to county
landfill facilities from Eugene by
90% by 2030, or a date certain.
40. Reduce emissions from
refrigerants by 70,000 MT CO2e
by 2030, or a date certain, using
strategies like an education
campaign and low-interest loans
to help community-members
transition away from older
equipment that may be leaky.
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46. Increase community garden
space. Ideas include incentivizing
more neighborhood association
gardens, using parking strips
between sidewalk and road,
and supply enough community
garden space so that everyone
who wants a garden, can have
one, and give priority to those
living along transit corridors.

48. Find ways to incentivize and
consider requiring environmental
product disclosures from
concrete vendors to inform
purchasers on their selection of
concrete mix.

Plastics Ideas
49. Phase out most or all single
use plastics over 10 years, or by a
date certain.
50. Find ways to encourage,
incentivize, or regulate
producers or sellers of plastic
to be responsible for paying
for recycling facilities of plastic
waste.

Reduce Consumption Ideas
51. Help businesses reduce
emissions from business supply
chain by 2030, or a date certain.
Implement city policies to reduce
the GHG emissions resulting
from the five most GHG intensive
products purchased by the City
of Eugene.
52. Require all construction and
demolition waste materials to be
sorted for reusable or recyclable
materials.
53. Continue to expand Fix-It fairs
and add classes. Convene an
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ongoing community workgroup
focused on expanding the
success of community partners’
innovative repair and reuse
opportunities - including a focus
on textiles.
54. Increase number of, and
access to, tool libraries.
55. Promote Green Roofs,
permeable surfaces, “Green”
concrete on the streets, and
BioSwales.

smoke intrusion within the next
update of the Eugene/Springfield
Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan.
58. Support the use of grey water
for landscape irrigation or other
uses. Support could be in the
form of a discount on sewer fees,
or just educational, and code
changes. This would lower the
volume at the wastewater facility
and lower water consumption.

Resiliency Ideas

59. Develop bike brigades for
emergency response that could
act quickly and be available
in catastrophic emergency
situations. Mountain bikes
could navigate where cars and
ambulances might not.

57. Incorporate mitigation
actions for heat waves and

60. Expand emergency
preparedness and responder

56. Use incentives and/or
regulation to minimize existing
and new impermeable surfaces.

vehicle fleets to include electric
assist cargo bikes and trailers.
61. Organizing a broad and
diverse Resilience Coordinating
Council (RCC) to co-design and
implement actions that foster
and sustain mental wellness
and resilience within the entire
population before and during
the ongoing climate emergency.
Emergency management,
mental health, and direct service
program professionals should
serve as equal participants,
advisors, and coaches, and not
lead the RCC. The RCC
should develop a culturally and
demographically appropriate
strategy to build population-level
mental wellness and resilience.
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62. Increase urban tree canopy.
Ideas include updating the City’s
Urban Forestry Plan, instituting
a Tree Ordinance that enforces
the preservation of existing
mature trees, reviewing planning
permits for tree removal,
creating a comprehensive
canopy development and
maintenance strategy, and giving
neighborhoods the power to
approve or prevent tree removal.
63. Provide incentives to improve
ecological function of private and
city property by expanding the
use of locally native vegetation
using best practices for
improving biodiversity.
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Additional Ideas
Fossil Fuel Ideas
64. Consider fossil fuel risk
bonds, a surcharge-based trust
funds or increased insurance
requirements, to safeguard the
city from risks associated with
fossil fuel transport through the
city and storage of fossil fuels in
the city.
65. Divest any city and county
funds (retirements and reserves
etc.) from financial systems that
support the fossil fuel industries.
Reinvest those resources into
local financial institutions that
invest in local development.

66. Reduce emissions produced
by 10 largest emitters in by 50%
by 2030, or by a date certain.
Work with those emitters to
submit a climate action plan to
lower emissions and monitor
their progress in GHG emissions
reduction.

Community Engagement
Ideas
67. Engage youth in the
community engagement process.
Ideas include convening the
Mayor’s Youth Council and
creating a youth climate master’s
program.
68. Support existing
neighborhood associations as a
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vehicle for outreach, education,
resilience and emergency
preparedness. Facilitate new
associations where they do not
exist.
69. Work with and encourage
local school boards to include
age appropriate climate and
ecological literacy curriculum
including Ocean Watershed
literacy and Indigenous
Knowledge Systems.

Economic Development
Ideas
70. As we are now experiencing
with the Pandemic, internet
access enables less travel to
work, school, and entertainment.

The network availability is a
major expense. Utilities or
the City could be the provider
and regulate distribution to all
households, especially those
without access.
71. Provide grants for green
job training programs and
apprenticeships that help
to move people into livingwage careers in solar, energy
efficiency, and other green
industries. Prioritize Black,
Indigenous, and People of
Color (BIPOC) communities and
low-income individuals for job
training programs.
72. Develop a local economic
development program that
promotes green infrastructure.
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It will take us all committing to action to achieve Eugene’s climate
goals. We all contribute personal emissions affecting climate change:
our methods of transportation, the energy we use in our homes,
and the amount and type of goods we consume. From eating more
plant-based meals, to using public transportation, we can all make a
difference. Below is a list of ways we can take steps towards reducing
our carbon footprint.

Go electric If you have to drive,
choose the option with the
highest miles per gallon available
to you. When purchasing or
leasing your next vehicle,
consider buying a hybrid vehicle,
or even better – an electric
vehicle.

Engaging with Climate Action

Fly less Air travel accounts for

While there are many ways to engage with climate action that include
limiting your carbon footprint, some of the most impactful actions
you can take are to learn about your current carbon contributions,
educate yourself about science of climate change, and most
importantly: advocate and vote!

a staggering amount of global
emissions. Before purchasing
your next plane ticket, explore
taking a car or train which often
have a lower carbon footprint.
If you have to fly, buy carbon
offsets.

Calculate your Carbon Footprint Learn where you can make

Building Energy

the most impact in lowering your carbon emissions by calculating
your carbon footprint. Many tools, including the Eugene Carbon Free
Challenge, can help you create a personalized action plan.

Stay Informed Keep learning about the science of climate change

and the ways humans impact the Earth through our daily lives. A
few resources to get started including the 2018 report from the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the Fourth National
Climate Assessment Volume II, research from Project Drawdown and
EarthDay.org. Stay in the loop by subscribing to newsletters from
trusted research institutes and organizations on the frontlines of
climate action.

Advocate and vote By using your voice and your vote, you can

influence changes where they are needed most.

Transportation
Walk, roll, bike, or take the bus Whether you choose to walk,
roll, bike or take the bus, active transportation leaves a minimal
carbon footprint and can also have health benefits.

Telecommute Now more than ever, communities are seeing

opportunities for telecommuting. Work with your employer to
explore whether telecommuting can be an option for a portion or all
of your work week.

Carpool Cut down on single occupant vehicle trips by looking for

opportunities for carpooling or vanpooling. Valley Vanpool and Get
There Oregon are some local resources to drive less.

Use LED light bulbs Light-

emitting diode, or LED, light
bulbs use at least 75% less
energy and last 25 times longer,
than incandescent lighting.

Make energy efficiency a
priority for your home Before
you rent or buy your next place,
ask about the appliances and
average utility bill cost. Look
for or invest in energy efficient
appliances and weatherization.

Smaller living spaces Larger

homes require more energy to
heat and light, as well as more
materials to build. Right-sizing
your living space can lower your
carbon footprint and your energy
bills.

Low carbon sources of
energy Switch to low-carbon

sources of energy to heat and light
your home. You can additionally
participate in supporting ongoing
sustainability efforts in your home
and community through programs
like GreenPower from EWEB.
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11: Individual Actions

Get an energy audit Many energy companies, including EWEB,
offer free auditing services to inventory your home’s energy
efficiency. In some cases, these energy companies can offer cost
savings to make these upgrades more affordable.

Watch Your Water Use It takes a tremendous amount of energy

to supply water to homes, and especially to heat water. By fixing
leaky faucets, taking shorter showers, using cold water to wash
clothes, or installing water-wise landscapes, you can not only save
money, but cut down your personal emissions.

Consumption and Fugitive Emissions

Make a meal plan A large amount of global emissions comes from

the food we throw away. Meal planning can help prevent food waste
and save money at the same time.

Substitute plant-based foods for meat and dairy In most

cases, plant-based meals are not only healthier for our bodies, but
also have a significantly smaller impact on the Earth than animal
agriculture.

Compost All waste haulers within the City of Eugene are required to

offer composting as a part their services. Place all food scraps in your
yard waste bin.

Repair and Reuse Reusing common household items such

as cardboard boxes or bags and repairing and reusing durable
items like tools and furniture can reduce the upstream impacts of
manufacturing new items and save money. Reusing and repairing
can limit landfilling of organic materials such as textiles or wood,
reducing methane generation.
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Shop second-hand Donate to

and shop at second-hand stores
for clothes, furniture, books,
housewares and other items.
This action reduces emissions by
avoiding the need to produce as
many new goods. It also supports
local businesses, many of which
provide social services to the
community in addition to their
retail stores.

Buy durable and repairable
items When you have to

purchase something new or new
to you, try to buy items that are
durable or repairable.

Buy low carbon experiences
instead of goods When

looking for entertainment or
when buying gifts, shift spending
from high carbon impact goods
to lower impact services. For
example, purchase a local class,
a concert ticket or a massage
rather than a new product.
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Figure 17: Per Capita Reductions by Bucket

Resiliency

Make a plan Do you or your family know what to do, how to

communicate and where to go in the case of an emergency? Having
an emergency plan is the first key step in being prepared.

Create a supply kit Build an emergency supply kit of food, water

and other supplies. Organizations like the City and EWEB offer ideas,
lists, and programs like the “Pledge to Prepare” to help you build your
kit.

Get to you know your neighbors Being on a first name basis
with the people nearby can make sharing goods and information
even easier. And, in the event of natural disasters when typical
municipal and community resources are not available, knowing your
neighbors could be a lifeline for food, water, and other assistance.
Attend community meetings Changes and needs from within the
community are often communicated through community groups and
organizations. Attending local meetings within your neighborhood
or city allows you to grow your network of support and understand
what is happening at a policy level around issues you really care
about.

Strengthen personal and community-wide resiliency
skills Personal resiliency is dependent on community resiliency.

Participate in local events, friendly gatherings, and contribute to your
community’s capacity for perseverance through adversity in ways

Eugene’s per capita
emissions declined
by 11% between 2010
and 2017. Per capita
emissions would need
to decline by roughly
an additional 60% to
achieve the CRO 2030
goal.
Per capita emissions
forecasts for 2030 divide
total GHGs across each
bucket in proportion to
the emissions in each
bucket in 2017.
*Based on Eugene’s 2017
Community GHG Inventory and
PSU Population Data

that are age, culturally and
demographically appropriate to
fortify psychological, social and
spiritual well-being. Examples
of this include community
meetings, spiritual gatherings,
spending time with family and
friends, engaging with nature.

Build capacity to become
present Develop healthy ways

to calm your mind, body and
emotions. Self-regulation skills
improve mental health and
problem-solving (e.g. meditate,
exercise, walk in nature).

Restore meaning, purpose,
and hope Discover ways to

grow through adversity by
taking steps to restore meaning,
purpose and hope. Find
connection to something larger
than oneself. For example, join
a community, plant a garden,
be of service, engage in creative
expression.
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CAP2.0 SECTION 3

Per Captita Reductions

12 : Looking Ahead

CAP2.0 Community Engagement

President Lincoln once stated, “Commitment is what transforms a
promise into reality.” Our city, partners, and community must move
our adopted visions into reality through clear investment strategies
and prioritization of equitable climate action. Everyone in the
community must do their part to reach the community climate goals.
This section outlines the City’s six community engagement efforts
around the CRO and CAP2.0 moving forward.

Equity Panel
The City will reconvene the
Equity Panel to advise on
CAP2.0 implementation. The
Equity Panel provides frontline
communities the opportunity
to engage in climate policy
discussions directly, through
a process that continues to
invest in building their capacity
to advance the needs of their
communities. The Equity Panel
will include representation from
frontline communities including
communities of color, lowincome communities, people
experiencing disabilities, the
elderly and others. Building on
the Equity Panel Actions included
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within this document, this group
will help guide an equitable
implementation of the CAP2.0.

and equity action, including
the Budget Committee,
Planning Commission, Human
Rights Commission, Active
Transportation Committee,
Engage Eugene Technical
Advisory Committee and Citizen
Street Repair Review Panel. Many
Eugene Climate Collaborative
Partners also have opportunities
for community members to
participate in their work as well.

Sustainability
Eugene Climate
Commission and other
Citizen Advisory Groups Collaborative
The City will continue to look
toward citizen advisory groups
to guide implementation of
the CRO. The Sustainability
Commission serves as a policy
advisory body to City Council
and the City Manager on issues
related to sustainability and
climate. In addition to the
Sustainability Commission, there
are many other citizen advisory
groups that impact climate

The City of Eugene will to
continue to coordinate and
engage the Eugene Climate
Collaborative to advance the
identified climate actions within
this plan and future climate and
equity actions. The ECC includes
organizations with significant
responsibilities and resources to
advance the community’s climate
work around all topics included
in the CAP2.0.

Individual, Household,
and Neighborhood
Action Campaign
The City of Eugene will advance
an individual, household, and
neighborhood behavior change
campaign. This campaign will
include communications to
encourage individuals to engage
in climate actions where they
live, learn, work, and play. The
goal is to help everyone in
the community find a way to
contribute to Eugene’s climate
work.

Sustainability Business
Engagement Strategy
The City will work with the
business community to develop
a Sustainability Business
Engagement Strategy. This work
includes identifying needs and
opportunities within the business
community, and finding ways
to advance the community’s
climate goals while adding value
and supporting the work of local
businesses.

Reporting and
Accountability
The City of Eugene will report
progress on the CAP2.0 and new
plans within the community
using the tools below. The goal
of this work is to provide clear
information on progress on
the CRO and CAP2.0 using a
consistent format.
1. CRO Annual Report The
City will produce an annual
progress report on the
CAP2.0. The annual report
will also include a summary
of key initiatives and work
areas for the year ahead, with
feedback from the Equity
Panel and Sustainability
Commission. This report
will be released each year in
the fall and brought to City
Council for adoption.
2. CAP2.0 Dashboard The City
of Eugene, in collaboration
with the Sustainability
Commission, will develop
a dashboard to track key
metrics (approximately 10)

in the CAP2.0. The goal of
the dashboard is to provide
access to key metrics that
align with the actions in
this plan in a format easily
accessible to the community.
The dashboard will be
updated annually.
3. Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Inventories In alignment
with the CRO, the City will
update its internal and
community ghg inventories
every two years.
Eugene’s CAP2.0 is a roadmap
to Eugene’s Climate Journey,
clearly identifying the destination
and a path to get there. The
Plan includes aggressive goals,
data to help the community
understand the path ahead, and
a set of realistic actions that our
community is prepared to act on.
Even with these plans in place,
it is going to take everyone to
reach these goals. Let’s get to
work, Eugene!
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